
I Wolloce Bermon on Coreer, Fomily, ond Community

Throughout his professional career, \(allace Berman (t926-r975) remained
an obscure figure, even though he was comparable in importance to Kenneth
Rexroth in his ongoing efforts to build a nerwork connecting poets and art-
ists. He had only four major exhibitions of his work during his lifetime. The
first, in gjT,led to his arrest and conviction for violation of antiobsceniry
ordinances, an experience that contributed to his desire to avoid public atren-
tion. Berq/een ryji and ry64his crearive energies focused on production of
his small journal Semina. He worked sporadically on a nonnarrative motion
picture, compledng about thirry minutes when he put the project aside in the
late r95os. After ry64he pioneered reprographic art, crearing collages on a

Verifa>< copying machine. He worked in assemblage, painting, and photog-
raphy, and designed book covers and posters. Berween ry66 and r968 he had
shows at the Fraser Gallery in London, the Los Angeles Counry Museum of
An, and the Jewish Museum in New York. Only n ry78,rwo years after his
death, was a full retrospective covering the range of his career mounted.

The reasons for Berman's obscuriry during his lifetime were complex, and
perhaps the term obscure is misleading. In ry58 Looh magazine fearured
Berman, his wife, and his son as a rypical "beat" family. In December ry65
Berman received an unsolicited $z,ooo award from the William and Nora
Copley Foundation in recognition of "past achievement in the field of art." A
year later he was one of the first recipients of a fellowship from the newly
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formed National Endowment of the Ans, an honor he had not sought. Per-

haps most suqprising for someone as arcane and invisible as he was, in 1967

British anist Tony Cooper placed Berman among the host of cultural icons

Cooper assembled for the cover of the Beatles' Sergeant Pepper\ Lonely
Hearts Club Band dbum, where Berman appeared squeezed benreen Tony
Curtis, \fl. C. Fields, and Edgar Allen Poe. Berman was a friend of Andy
Varhol, who shot two of his fiLns at Berman's home in Los Angeles. He ap-

peared briefly in Dennis Hoppert Easy Ri.der Q96) as a sower of seeds in the

New Mexico commune, a visual pun on Berman's Semina and a token of
Hoppert admiration for the man he told a British journal was the "high priest
of the scene" in California. In r99o Hopper reaffirmed his belief that Berman

would eventually be recognized as one of the most important artists of the

twentieth cenrury a compliment that suggests the ongoing influence of
Berman upon Hopper and his motion pictures.r

He had collectors, largely younger people working in the music and mo-
tion picture industries, yet Berman chose to give much of his arE away, and

under those conditions, no gallery owner could represent him. For a short
period, the possibiliry of financial success seemed to excite him. In a lemer to

Jay DeFeo tn ry61, after making his first sale ever to a collector, he crowed
that he felt like a "pro." In 1958, after his London and New York shows, he

declined further public exhibitions of his work to devote his energies exclu-
sively to his family and to making art. He told Grace Glueck of the Neu Yorh,

Times that his shows and sales "have been happening, somehow, at just the

right time. But I only want a taste of it. This may be the last show I'll have, so

why interview me? I really don't make this scene." He felt that the best thing
about the recent spurt of sales was that his wife had been able to stop work-
ing. He did not spum buyers, but he had little patience for planning exhibi-
tions, interviews, and projects. He did not want to be, as he put it to another

repofter, part of the "straight art husde wearing beat clothes."2

After Berman's death in an automobile accident on his fiftieth birthday, he

loomed in the recollections of his friends as a model of the consummate artist,
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a modern-day saint, a pelpetually self-creative, phoenixlike being.3 Yet he had
assumed no prophetic airs, following instead a path of restrained quietism.
The feminist artist Cameron recalled that "Wally was never very expressive

verbally. His sryle was to be very cool, very hip, which meant you didnt talk
about things too much. You presented people with things and got their reac-

tion."a Both Bruce Conner and Michael McClure felt so indebted to Berman
for the direction of their careers that they were wary of the power he held over

them. Yet neither could remember a single instance when Berman had acru-

ally tried to convince them of his viewpoint. His inspiration carne in the form
of casual ideas that fermented long after he had gone home.t

Jay DeFeo admired Berman because he was "narurally cool," which she

hastened to explain did not mean that he pur on any affectations. It was his

total dedication to creativiry that she admired. Joan Brown agreed: Berman
was "cool" because he didnt come off like he was cool. She found him to
be one of her most supportive friends, a fact she recalled with some curi-
osiry because she could not recall any instance of his giving her overt
encouragement.

I was tremendously influenced by Wally Berman. But by him as a person,
not by his work. He just stood, for me, for the whole idea of the indi-
vidual. And maybe I could never have articulated it at the time. . . . Well,

you follow your nose and you do what's right for you. He sensed that how
I was and what I was doing was very right for me. He got those feelings

and that message across ro me. I understood it clearly, although again, it
was not verbal. We were not a verbal bunch and we didn't need to be at

that time.'

Filrnmaker Stan Brakhage thought that Berman was the creator of "whole
new forms," not only in his own work, but by his suggestions to his friends.Z

For Michael Fles, an environmental and neon artist, Berman's example cre-
ated"avery subtle sense of commuruty, acreative communiry a certain hip,
ephemeral vibe, and that's been lost. The an works per se were simply, as in
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all vital art, products of a certain life style."8 Berman focused attention away

from the art work as an object to its function in relationships between people.

Berman's creation of an assemblage or a Poem demanded something in ex-

change, a response that allowed rq/o people to expose themselves to each

other in ideally more intimate and meani"gful ways.

In the memories of his friends, Berman assumed a central symbolic role as

personification of actualized youthful ideals. Berman had resolved the contra-

diction berween ambition and ideals plaguing his friends and attained "other-

worldly" success. As we look more closely, we shall see that domesticiry and

art were the rwo poles around which Berman constnrcted his life, and in

many respects they were inseparable. \What made Berman "cool" involved

commitment to companionate marriage, shared parenting, dedication to

craft, Ioyalty to friends, compassion for those in pain, values that most

Americans of the time accepted as an ideal for personal behavior. He lived

with an unwavering focus on private, inward concerns and the truth of im-

mediate experience. Yet he could not ignore public life. His first effort to

speak to an audience outside his immediate circle ended in humiliation. The

analysis he brought to the relationship of private and public spheres will help

us understand more fully the ideal project of the avant-garde beween r955

and ry7o, as well as how the concern with inner truth made elite artists rele-

vant to contradictions gripping American society.

Age of lnnocence: "Arl is love is God"

"He never thought about having shows," Shirley Berman recalled about her

husband:

Occasionally he sold work for hardly anything at all. He usually gave

things away.I worked at dress shops in Beverly Hills part-time. As long as

he was doing his work and he was satisfied with his work and his friends
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Their friend, photographer Charles Brittin (b. r9z8), observed that

people would just come [to the Bermans'home], and he wouldn't pur on a

show or entertain you. People came happily and sat down and left four
hours later. \Mhat happened is that you'd listen to some music and you'd
smoke some pot and talk and look at things. What I enjoyed was not the

conversation but the things we looked at. Ve did a lot of that. There were
books, pictures, art books, clippings from newspapers. There were eve-

rirgr where there was not much talk.'o

The informaliry of Bermant "shows" is apparent from the announcements
that he printed himself on his hand press. The cards gave atime and day of
the week, but seldom a date; often there was no address other than "'Wally

and Shirley's." Occasionally the shows were ar the Mermaid Tavern, a local
bar in Topanga.ll

Berman's first public show, drawing from ren years of work in assemblage,

painting, and drawing, wxs inJune r9j7 atthe Ferus Gallery in Los Angeles,
owned by Walter Hopps and Edward Kienholz (fig. r8). Shirley Berman re-
called his nervousness at presenting his work to a public audience for the first
time. He knew how to communicate ro his friends, but he was uncerrain of
the response to his work from people, however intelligent and sympathetic,
who did not know him.

The centelpiece of the show was a sequence of four large assemblages:

Homage to Herman Hesse,Veritas Panel, Cross, andTemp/e. Berman began
working in the assemblage medium tn ry49when he started Homage to Her-
man Hesse, constructed from scrap he brought home from his job as a fin-
isher at the Salem Furniture Factory in East Los Angeles. For six years Ber-
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man reworked this piece as he tried to find the simplest but most effective

relation of the pafts. The struggle with this one work suggests the difficulry
that he had with approaching visual composition from a purely formal ap-

proach. He did not find his own voice until he stopped worrying about de-

sign and began to use found materials to express the relationships that were

most important to him. At that point, he stopped calling his work sculpture

and started calling them "object5.""
\ffuh this breakthrough, Berman embarked on rapid construction of the

otherlarge assemblages. Both Veritas Panel (fig. ,g) and Cross, also known as

Faaum Fidci(fig. zo), embodied Berman's conception of his relationship with
his wife as a revelation of the cosmic union of male and female principles in
the universe.13 At first glance, Veias Panelhadthe form of a large cabinet. In
the center top Berman placed his wife's portrait with "veritas, certior exstat"

scrawled across the top and "ea concipiti" written below. The wro Latin
phrases state a major theme of the show: the interrelation of domesticiry and

religion. The upper phrase translates as "Assuredly, the fundamental narure

of things is revealed." The lower phrase has a number of variant translations,

each of which is meaningful. On the most direct level, "ea concipiti" means

"She has conceived." The phrase also translates as "She holds things together,"
pointing toward the metaphysical implications of sexual reproduction, while
a more physiological connotation would simply be "She absorbs, dravrs in,

or has received." On each level of meaning, woman as wife and mother is pre-

sented as the pivot upon which human beings panicrpate in the continuing

process of divine creation.

Above and below his wife's portrait Berman placed turo hinged doors. The

Iarger lower door had a drawing made from shoe polish on parchment paper

with fragmentary shapes from the Hebrew alphabet. The door opened to re-

veal aphotograph of dancers thrusting their arrns upward into light. On the

inside of the larger door was the number r2, the magic number of the zodiac

and the aposdes, as well as the number of paintings included in the orhibit.
'Walter Hopps recalled that the paintings, each a rendering of Hebrew lefters,
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18. Ferus Gallery with \(/allace Berman exhibition, 1917. Photograph by Charles Brittin.
Courtesy of the photographer.



19. \Wallace Berman, Veitas Panel, mrxed media, 1955. Photo: Charles Brittin.
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20. Y/allace Berman, Cross, also known as Factum Fidei,mxedmedia, ry56-t957
Photo: Charles Brittin.
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stood for the "dead poets," unnameable since each person had to select his

or her own teachers from the past.la On the little upper door Berman placed

a letter he had written. Vhen viewers opened the little door they discovered a

mirror, a central image that dramatizedthatthe attempt to probe more deeply

into things leads back to the self and its own reflection. The understanding of
any phenomenon coincides with the understanding of self and of being. To
the right of the little door was a box with a rock held inside by leather straps

forming a cross. Fragments of paper with Hebrew writing hovered over the

rock. The panel was dotted with an assortment of knobs and dowels, the

sort of objects Berman used everyday when he had worked in the furnirure
factory.

While the composition functioned independently of Bermant autobiog-
raphy and in that sense did not tell a story the audience to which Berman

spoke most frequently knew him and his concerns. A viewer did not need to
know the identiry of the key photograph to see that the relationship berween

photographer and subject was romantic and intense, but everyone who saw

the piece in Berman's home, and perhaps most who came to the gallery, knew
Shirley personally. Their reactions to Veritas Panel took into account what
they knew about the Berman marriage.

Similarly, many had heard Berman explain that the N, used in the line of
Hebrew script above the rock, was aleph, the first letter of the Hebrew ,lphr-
bet, and that in the kabbalah aleph was the symbol of Adam, the bringer of or-
der out of chaos by naming the facets of creation. Berman had adopted aleph

as his personal symbol and had even painted the letter on his motorcycle hel-

met. The paintings in the exhibition, each presenting Hebrew letters in differ-
ent combinations on parchment which he had prepared with shoe polish to
give a patina of age, were intended to represent his interest in the kabbalah.

However, when Philip Lamantia asked Berman fortranslations of the inscrip-
tions in the paintings, Berman told him that the Hebrew letters had no speci-

fic, translatable sense. He had not learned Hebrew as a child, but he liked the

decorative form of the lettering and the moods that the shapes evoked."
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The word kabbalab translates into English as tradition, transmission, re-

ception, or more generally as heritage. Berman's interest in the Hebrew al-
phabet and its functions in Jewish mysticism was parr of an effort to reclaim
his ethnic identity. Berman carne from a nonpracricing family, but one with a

strong culrural sense of being Jewish. His father, who died of tuberculosis
when Berman was nine, taught his son that Jews were the "people of the

book," but he meant literature and learning in general, not specifically the

Hebrew scriptures. His last present to Berman before dying was a complete

set of the works of Oscar \flilde and a copy of T. E. Lawrencet Tbe Seven

Pillars of \Yisdom. For Berman, growing up in neighborhoods where many
stores had Hebrew lettering on the windows and sold Yiddish newspapers,

the alphabet of his ancestors did not spell words, but spoke of traditions and

roots discussed at home.

Yet there was a period in Bermant youth when he rebelled against his

Jewish heritage. Through the r94os, as a teenager and in his early rwenties,
Berman identified more closely with jazzand African-American culmre. Bob
Alexander, also Jewish, recalled that he and Berman liked the way blacks re-

sponded to persecution with "soul," developing a culmre based on "a feeling
of heart that can be shared." Black culrure was an escape from an emphasis on
completing formal education, living according to family expecrarions, or being
concemed about developing a profession or business. After his discharge from
the navy in ry46, Berman enrolled at Chouinard An Instirute, but he dropped
out after six months. He switched to the Jepson Art Instirute, then quit that
school as well. He sported a zoot-suit and spent his free time in jazz clubs on
Central Avenue, the main black neighborhood in Los Angeles at the time.
Instead of getting a job, he earned money by playing pool and gambling.,u

Beyond jazz andpool, his other love was French poetry which may have

grov/n from his memories of his father's love of modern literature. He recalled

later that the books he read about the French avant-garde helped "lift him
from the poolroom."lT In ry49 he went to work in a furniture factory disap-
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pointing his mother, who had worked as a seamstress ro supporr her family
after her husbandt illness. She wanted her son ro be more than a manual la-
borer, but while he remained close to her emotionally, he rejected all her ad-
vice as to what was good for him. Only after his marriage in ry52 to Shirley
Morand, who was not Jewish, did Berman rerurn to his roots and begin to
research Jewish culture, but he selected those aspects that dovetailed with his
interests in poetry and art.

Cross directly addressed the interaction of personal and religious values by
juxtaposing sexualiry against the principle symbol of Christianiry. Hanging
from one of the arms of Cross was a small box containing a low-contrast pho-
tograph of loins joined in sexual inrercourse shot from the lovers' point of
view. The rwo sets of thighs framing penis and vagina form a mandala image,
so that intercourse became a constandy revolving inner cenrer symbolic of
cosmic creation. Inscribed under the mandala was the phrase "factum fidei"
(act of faith, act of belief). By suspending the box from the cross, symbol of
death and resurrection, Berman created a relationship berween rhe intimate,
daily source of regenerarion and the distant, impersonal processes of universal
renewal thatJakob Boehme, sixteenth-century Protestant kabbalist, had seen

in the image of the cross.,t Vhether Berman intended to reconcile or contrast
Christianity andsexualiry is impossible to say. The form presenrs the intimate
Jiterally as a pendant ro rhe abstract. Berman offered a symbol of suffering and
an image of pleasure, both of which represent sources of renewal and rebirth.
By size and placemenr, rhe cross overwhelmed the mandala image. But the
sheer psychic energy released in seeing a photograph of an everyday occur-
rence, the public representation of which was legally forbidden at the dme,
might have riveted viewers'attention squarely on the box.

Temple portrayed the creation of art as religious initiation through medi-
tation on the meanings of desire, joy, and sorrow. The enclosure, constructed
with scrap lumber painted dull black, was dominated by a white-robed fig-
ure, the purified candidate of truth, with a large key across its chest. Berman
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rwisted the figuret head so that it faced inward. Even though the figure
greeted the viewer, its thoughts were always focused on its interior journey.

Berman scattered pages from the first issue of Semina on the floor, contribu-
tions of art and poetry from his friends and spirirual teachers. One of the

parchment paintings hung within the Temple, as well as another photograph
of dancers thrusting toward the light above them.

The efibitiont imagery was primarily religious, but Berman identified
the divine with the intersection of marriage and art, the rwo most important
aspects of his hfe. Veitas Panel and Cross point to marriage and parenting as

facts t}at demanded that a man like Berman establish himself in a time con-

tinuum. He reached back to the past to those elements that were meaningful,

the ethnic memories of his childhood and the aesthetic explorations of adoles-

cence, to pass on a legacy. This entering into the flood of time by becoming a

parent pushed Berman to consider the relationship of past, present, and fu-
rLrre as a source for identiry. As Bermant close friend Robert Duncan pointed
out, social alienation, however pertinent to some beat poets and aftists, can-

not account in any way for Berman's positive social values, grounded, as they
were, in a deep sense of connection to others.le

Berman positioned himself in sociery through the relationships he devel-

oped with his wife and son. Family rather than profession structured his life,

and domesticiry became the focal point for defining both himself and the an
that he created. We have encountered an approach to art in which individual
identiry is virnrally meaningless. Shirley Berman, gazing at the viewer from
Veitas Panel, could be the face of "the fundamental nature of things" because

her happiness, perhaps even existence, was affected by'Wallace's actions. In
her gaze, he faced the consequences of his choices. The poster Berman de-

signed for the show, with a photograph of himself and his three-year-old son

(fig. zr), advenised the unashamed sentimentaliry fueling his work, under-
scored by the slogan "art is love is god" handwritten along the bottom of
the image. Art was the bridge to a self as nexus, which in Bermant case meant

the family he had built, which provided him with a simplified perspective of

I
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the furure that focused his attentions and the identiry he saw for himself
stretching through time. In this context of muual dependency, the conven-
tional meanings assigned to objects and images paled before the meanings

people discovered through the relations that seemed vital to their existence.

The cross and the mandala were symbols for divine intervention in human
existence, but Berman identified the symbolic mysticism with the everyday
act of male and female living together. Religion was not a system of vaiues the

origin of which were exterior to daily life, but the revelation of divine intent
that emerged within onet soul in the course of meaningful activities: sexual

love, both genital and spiritual;parenting; work; friendship.

There can be no mistaking the ethos of domesticity running through Ber-
mant work. The Ferus show presented Berman's image of himself through
the relationships he cherished. He had re-created himself through his wife and

through his child. Unlike most men, including most artists and poets, he ar-
ranged his life so he would not be torn between "career" and family. After the

binh of his son, he quit his job at the furniture faaory to stay home and take

care of the baby, while Shirley worked. His home became the sole focus of
his relationship to the world, so that the concerns he had as husband and fa-
ther constantly informed the topics he handled.

At this early stage in his career Bermant work sat uncomfonably on the bor-
der of private and public. His idiosyncratic intelpretation of emotions and
ideals that were widely shared in the mid-century United States proved to be

dangerous. The youthful rebelliousness celebrated in On tbe Road found a
prominent place in American cultural life in ryt7. An evocation of the sacral

character of marriage led to tragic consequences for Berman tn ryj7. To the
degree that career and family were opposing choices for men in the r95os,

allocation of rewards and punishments to Berman and Kerouac stated quite
clearly where American society expected male loyalties to be, no matter how
much domestic values vrere touted in the media.
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"During the second week of a scheduled month exhibit of my paintings

and sculprure," Berman advised the readers of the second issue of Semina,

"members of the vice squad entered the Ferus art gallery and confiscated a

copy of 'Semina r'which was efibited as an imporcantpartof a work enti-
tled 'Temple.' Brought before the righteous judge Kenneth Holiday [sic],
who, taking the allegorical drawing in question out of context, declared me
guilry of displaying lewd and pornographic matter." Berman had been con-

cerned that the photograph he used in Cross could lead to trouble. But since

the main gilery was down an alley and away from the street, no pedestrians

passing by the gallery could get an accidental viewing of something they
might find offensive.2o Nonetheless, the Los Angeles Police Department re-
ceived rwo anonymous complaints about the exhibition, and the vice squad

telephoned to advise the gallery that they planned on inspecting it and offered
the anist the option to remove any potentiaily objectionable pieces before
they arrived.

When confronted with the choice, Berman decided to defy the threat.
More was at stake for him than an abstract right to free speech. To succumb
was to accept socieryt right to dictate religious and family ties. If the intimate
and the personal were his source of truth, he had to combat social restrictions
on their celebration.

Charles Brittint photographs of the investigation (fig. zz)rt reflect the in-
souciant bravado of youth facing an enemy they considered inferior because

of its ignorance and blindness. When the moment of the arresr carne (frg. ,),
Brittint picture of Berman shrinking back from the officer in dramatic late-
afternoon light starkly captured the feeling of marqrrdom that later marked
memories of that day.

Yet sacrificial drama did not transpire without farcical enff'actes. "Where
is the art?" Walter Hopps reported one police officer saying when he came

into the gallery and saw Berman's paintings and assemblages.22 In their ex-
amination of Cross, the officers were unable to locate anything objectionable.

Bermanb thinking was so foreign to them that a straightforward sexual image
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Wallace was in very bad shape during this whole thing. It hun him because

he couldn't believe that creative people would still have to go rhrough that.

It hun him to put his mother through that, and it hurt him to pur us

through that. It hun him just to go through it himself. He was outraged

by the whole situation, and I don't fiink he really wanted to show to begin

with. . . . We left Los Angeles because of this. . . . He was heartbroken.25

Their friend Dean Stockwell rushed to the bank to ger the money for the fine
before Berman could be checked into the counry jail for the weekend.
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appeared as an absffaction. Th.y huddled, confused about what they should

do, and decided to arrest Berman for Temple, a piece Berman had never con-
sidered could conceivably be problematic.

On the floor of the piece, three feet deep in the back, was a small drawing
by Bermant friend Cameron that he had published in the first issue of Semina

(fig. ,+).Cameron had composed an allegorical vision of a woman having
intercourse with a penis-headed monster as part of "Anatomy of a Madness,"

a series she executed while suffering a nervous breakdown after the death of
her husband. In this series she portrayed her struggles to regain control of her
emotions and her life, to battle the irrational desires and fears assaulting her.

Art was the way she confronted and mastered her agony, and therefore one
of the reasons why Berman associated her work with his concept of art as

"white magic." Cameron had triumphed over her p"i" by facing it as directly
and hones,ly rr she knew how.23

Cameron's picture was simple enough. Anybody could tell what the
"story" was, and for Judge Halliday, that was enough. He refused the de-
fenset motion to present witnesses testifying to the artistic qualiry of Ber-
man's work, stating, "We have no need to have an art expert tell us what is

pornographic."2a Halliday found Berman guilry and gave him a sentence of
thirry days in jail or a $r yo fine. On hearing the judge's decision, Berman
went to the court chalkboard and wrote, "There is no justice. There is just

revenge. " Shirley Berman remembered



21. \(allace Berman, poster for exhibition at Ferus

Gallery ry57; photograph used in poster by
Charles Brittin. Wallace Berman papers,

Archives of American An, Smithsonian
Institution.

22. Left.to right: Vice squad of6cers, \Wallace

Berman bending over, David Meltzer, Bob
Alexander, Anhur Richer; sculprure, \Wally

Hedrick, Rest in Pisces, ry56. Photograph by
Charles Brittin, ry57. Courtesy of the

photographer.

23. Lekto right: Arthur Richer, Vallace Berman,

John Reed, vice squad of6cer. Photograph by
Charles Brittin, ry57. Cou*esy of the

photographer.
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24. Cameron, untitled, Semina t
November I955).

Otherwise, Berman received little public support; perhaps few outside his cir-

cle of friends knew of the case. Neither art critics Jules Langsner nor Arthur
Millier commented on the arrest and trial in the Los Angeles Times. Charles

Brittin felt that the episode revealed the remarkable innocence of his genera-

tion. "There was a lack of knowledge about how the real world works or can

be made to work, which was probably part of its charm. . . . You get benefits

and drawbacks in that innocence."26

The "innocence" was widespread and included the rwo officers who, un-
able to see either artor pornography, seized on whatever they could find that
might be "smutry" possibly feeling that some action was necessary to express

their disapproval. Bermant arrest underscored the dangers of the public realm

and the very real reasons why many in his generation were hesitant to leave

the securiry of private exchange. The use of illegal drugs was one behavior

that required that they shield their activities from public scrutiny. Personal

safery encouraged developing onet ideas within the confines of a "commu-

niry," a tendency that countered the public-building aspect of nerworking.
The choice for Berman in ryj7 was clear: personal autonomy or public

humiliation. The public world was clearly and unequivocally his enemy. To
hold fast to his ideals, he had to retreat from whatever worldly ambitions he

might have had. This was easier for him than for many because of the appar-
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ently "free" position he occupied in sociery. Having dedicated himself entirely
to his famrly, he was neither artist as academic nor artist as entrepreneur. He
was completely free to construct his own meanings for his experiences be-

cause he stood apaft from the institutional arrangements that mediated the
relationship of most artists to sociery.

In response to his brush with the law, Berman retreated even further into
a highly personal, hermetic language, arcane even to those who knew him. In
this he differed from most assemblage altists, whose irony depended upon
retaining the conventional meaning of their found objects as an element

within their work and whose artistic statements as a result remained relatively

accessible. Berman instead problematized meaning, perhaps asJohn Coplans
thought in ry63 to confuse possible censors and avoid further confrontations
with the law.27 Aside from occasional commissions for photographs for book
jackets, for the next several years Berman worked on two projects that privi-
leged direct private comm.rrrication to a protective social world consisting en-

tirely of friends and colleagues: his journal Semina and an underground mo-
tion picture, first shot in 15 mm, but then in 8 mm, which made it even more
unlikely that it would be projected anywhere other than at a filrn sociery or
in the privacy of a home.

\fith these projects, he remained on the boundary berween formd ob-
jectivity and the preunderstanding that a subjective network of friendship
brought to his work. For those who knew Berman, the individual elements

took on deeper significance because they understood how he transformed the

concems of his life into poetic statement. The works he created assumed their
meaning through mingling rwo approaches to experience rhar did not usually

intersect: a daily anecdotal intercourse of friendship; an aesthetic sense of ev-

ery manifestation as pointing to a deeper level of universal realiry. This dual-

ism shifted focus from the creative configuration to the self-revelatory act

of refiguration. Like Clay Spohn in the Museum of Unknown and Little
Known Objects, Berman had arrived at an aesthedc where the object itself
was far less imponant than the care it inspired.
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Seminol Secession ond Communily qt Mid-century

Shortly after the ffauma of his trial, Berman impulsively abandoned Los An-
geles for San Francisco. George Herms, Bob Alexander, and David Meltzer
followed, and the circle of intimate friends reconstiruted in the north, aug-

mented by new friendships each of them made with young poers and painters
in the Bay Area. During his five-year sojoum in northern Califomia, Berman
focused almost entirely on the production of his underground journal Semina
(fig. 4.Already at work on the second issue at the time of his fateful Ferus
exhibition, he completed it in December ryy7 after his relocation. The nine
issues documented Bermant concerns over an eight-year period. The first
four issues focused on the relationship of drugs, madness, and the salvific
function of art. The fifth issue was dedicated exclusively ro representations of
Mexico. The last four issues increasingly commented on rhe relation of art
and poetry to social rurmoil in the United States.28

Aside from a handful of copies sold at Lawrence Ferlinghettit Ciry Lights
Bookstore in San Francisco, Semina circulated free of charge to a nerwork
of creative people whose work and opinions interested Berman. He printed
from r to to 3oo copies of each issue on his own five-by-eight hand press. Of
the nine editions, only the second was bound. The third, sixth, and ninth is-
sues consisted of a single poem with a cover photograph. In the other five
issues, the journal assumed the form that distinguished it from the dozens

of other small Literary magazines of its day. Berman placed approximately
twenty looseJeaf pages of poems, photographs, and drawings into a pocket
glued to the inside of a folded cover. The pages were like cards, printed on a
heavy paper stock and cut into varied sizes ranging from three by five to six
by eight inches. As a reader spread the cards across a flat surface, the pages of
the journal formed ever-shifting panems.

A model for the concept may have been Jess's t9y4 contribution to The
Artist's Vieut (fig. z6). Jess produced this at the time when Berman and his
wife, first visiting San Francisco, made the acquaintance of Jess and his
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25. C<rr.ers for Semina z (December ry57), Semina 4
(,9ts), Semina 5 (undated), and Semina 7 Q96t),



25. Jess, rwo pages fromThe Artist\ Viczano. 5 (undat ed, 1954)
Courtesy of the artist.
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companion, Robert Duncan. The Artist\ View was a cooperarive publication
produced in San Francisco berween rgyr and ryj4.Its pulpose was to allow
artists and poets to comment on topical events and present an aesthetic alter-
native to political ideology. Each edition took the form of a broadsheet, the
content and design of which was the product of a single person. There was no
collective presentation, since the essence of the "artist's view" was personal
vision. Madeline Gleason, Hassel Smith, David Park, and Roberr Duncan
were among the contributors. In his issueJess collaged words and images into
a form that undercut attempts to make literal sense. Broken free from their
super6cial rational moorings, the clippings rhar Jess collected suddenly re-
vealed a wealth of alternative meanings as rhe readert fancy recasr the effusive
material. Intelpretive freedom came from exploiting the surplus meaning cre-

ated through sheer quantiry and multiplication of potential connections.2e

In Semina Berman intensified the effect of unclosable meaning by cutting
the fragments into cards. This simple decision transformed the journal into
the equivalent of atarotdeck. Each reading meant a reshuffling and redealing
of the materials to reveal an entirely new meani"g (fiS. z7). Eachtime readers

confronted the cards in a new combination, they discovered potentialities for
meaning appropriate to their spiritual state ar the moment.3o The format repre-
sented reading as a visualizingof a field of connections that were conrinuous,
multiple, and shifting. Given a potentially infinite field of meaning, focus
shifted from the work as a formal piece to the subjective reacrion and self-

understanding uncovered by the sheer accident of coming across a poem or a
graphic image.

A regular feaure of the joumal were rranslations of lyrics by classic writ-
ers. Poems by Jean Cocteau and Herman Flesse appeared in the first issue.

Rabindranath Tagore, Paul Eluard, Paul Valery and Charles Baudelaire were

featured in the second issue. Later issues included excelprs from Antonin
Artaud, as well as Chinese and Mexican poets. The classic writers were like
the "dead poe6" in Bermant Ferus show. Th.y pointed to a wisdom tradition
from which young poets could draw, but most of the journal was devoted to

''l
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contributions from conremporaries. Old friends like Bob Alexander (p"b-
lished under the name of e. i. alexander) and David Mekzer remained steady
confiibutors. Michael McClure, who first wrote to Berman n r9t7 on Val-
ter Hopps's recommendation, was the most frequent contributor. The first
pan of McCluret "Peyote Poem" forms the entirery of the third issue, md
McClure's "Dallas Poem," a response to the Kennedy assassination, was the
sole contents of the final issue of Semina. McClure connected Berman to
others, including Jack Kerouac, whose work he thought might fit Berman's

pufposes. Semina was rhe first publication to print an excerpt from William
Burrough's novel Nabed Lunch, though of necessiry the rwo short para-
graphs gave only a flavor of Burrought baroque language without conveying
its paranoid narrative structure. 3 1

Berman's own work appeared in all nine issues. Most of the photographs
used were his. In the founh issue, he included stills from his motion picture
in progress. Semina 7 consisted entirely of his own work, graphics and po-
etry. Prior to Semina 7, Bermant poetry appeared under pseudonyms, each

of which v/as a consrnrcred alterego. Pantale Xantos presented his attitudes
toward heroin and self-destrucrion.32 MarciaJacobs was a reincarnation of the
early twentieth-cenrury French-Jewish poer Max Jacob. Peder Carr likely
represented Berman in his guise as working-class intellectual. Bermant alter-
egos underscore that the diaristic aesthetic is not autobiographical, neither in
the novelistic sense of constructing a life story as growth through progressive
overcoming of obstacles, nor in the empirical sense of drawing upon acrual
events to seek a harmonizingof experience onto a higher level. Berman used
his alteregos to imagine other ways of being, often conrrary to the choices he
had made. His alteregos were literary conceits that helped him reaffirm the
actual commitments rhar provided the ongoing srru*Lrre of his life.rj

A poem by Berman, "Boxed City," published rn Semina 7t was a key
work because in presenting what might be a rypical moment in the Berman
household he laid bare his aesthetic principles:
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My beautiful wife
Rearranges deaf photographs talks

Rococo & dances off four walls

Son Tosh pencils the faithful
Image Er ignores the subtle drama

Stoned in black corduroy I continue

To separate seeds

From the bulk.

The work is a snapshot in words, but consider the parallels built into the

poem. Seeds might easily refer to marijuana, given the photograph of a mari-
juana field also used in this issue and Bermant description of himself as

"stoned." But in the context of Semina seeds also refers to the individual
pieces of poetry and arthis friends have sent him. It might also refer to images

he has discovered in his perusal of magazrnes. "Separating from the bulk"
then could just as easily mean isolating those gems that spark a reaction in him
from the "bulk" of ever-present media output, a few of which, nonetheless,

like the photograph of the woman stripping, also used in this issue, for what-
ever quirky reasons have struck him as meaningful. This second reading is

supported by the contrasting activiry of his wife rearranging "deaf" photo-
graphs, meaning, perhaps, that they are objects for themselves, unresponsive

to the queries and concerns of their viewers. Art engages in dialogue, a vision

that generates an intelpretation from the viewer-reader that bounces against

the work, provoking another interpretation, engendering a continual shifting
of meaning as one probes the possibilities within a statement. This process is

what Berman understood the kabbalah to rnean: reception is transmission.

Mere images (the bulk) evoke no response; they srymie communication. Yet

Berman presented himself as "deaf" as the photographs. A suggestion that

combined with "stoned" and the nonreflective sense of black points toward

his own self-absolption.
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Getting no response, Shirley continues to try ro provoke a reph.,n ith in-
creasingly elaborate talk. Yet that reading might be unfair. I,erhairs rhc ralk

grows "rococo" and "dances" off the walls because she is gcrtirlii a r'(,rp()nse.

and the rwo of them are engaged in the banter of fanr:ing rhe brccze and
finding meaning by trading interpretations with ever rviiiler-rr,rit,ctr',r"ies-*-in

which case, the seeds might easily be those few photourapir. rh.ir rire ru,o of
them find meaningful and the bulk are those that remaur unLilnliil,-ulrrJir\,c
and will be excluded from the set of cards er,'ennrallr, mailcrJ rc rraLl(.r-s.

The poem is written for a reader who, Iike iosli, litcrallr, ;rntl i,, i-ii ilir. at

the center of the poem and penciling a "faithtul image" l:,ecausc pcrhaps not
diverted by the drama and taking sides, can sce a range of prossilrlc n:,:;inings
in a given moment. The work of art that Berman valucr.l. be ir visirai or .,crl-,al,

helped to create an empowered subjectivin, bv uir.ing it jcss .r p,rir,i t,1 r ii:t-
than a point of viewing that allowed readers ro become prcscnr u,itlrrr-r rirc:

scene so that they could determine each in their ow.ir \\.;1\,s, in crrrrirccrron
with other experiences, what might be happening--or evcn if it is e nrc.ming-
ful event.

An open aesthetics implied a self criticallv engaeed rvith its environmenr
without being overwhelmed. The allure of objectificarion, so srfonq in rhe

poetry and painting of Rexroth, Still, and other r94os prcciccesst)rs, cvapo-
rated into another strategy for confronting a rnorld donrirratecl bv pou'cr1ul,
often hostile forces: pure subjectiviry. Berman irnaeined himscif as e p;irrcrn
of response. Unlike l)eFeo's quest in The Rose, hc, had no rc.lemptive singie
image that had to be attaincd at all cost. He gave hirnseil over to mutai-.iiin'
and adaptabiliry

The journal provided a common ground for rvorkins orlr a r.aiuc srrLrcture
and a communiry entirely bounded by Berman's personal irrtere,sts. l{is con-
cept of community presumed the coterminous existencc r-,1 entirelv diflerent

I
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communities in each of the people Berman incolporated into his. Commu-
niry was an imaginary construct, woven together by Bermans perception of
overlapping interests. The assumed complementaity was valid only for the
task at hand, and for nothing else. Collective imagery became the way that
Berman constructed his own self-image, so that his social being n Seminahad
no definition outside the people he valued in the joumal. An aesthetic of open
meaning allowed him to expand his own capabilities by imaginatively assum-
ing his contributors'lives and thereby experimenting with different roles he
could play.

Semina also established a basis for challenging the consensual norrns of the
broader society that had persecuted him. Vhile one aspect of this imaginary
community was the retreat of a wounded ego to a secure haven, another as-
pect was the creation through a common ideology of aesthetics of a minoriry
consensual group that could propound alternative norrns, develop them, and
then interact with other groups in sociery to change legislated nonns. philip
Lamantia recalled that Berman spoke of Semina as a medium for focusing a

coherent and cohesive group of anist-poets inro a movement like the surreal-
ists.3a Yet the model of interventionist vanguard does not fit at all the form of
the journal or its method of distribution. Something more intimate occurred
with Semina-the construction of an imaginary communiry to provide emo-
tional suppoft in the battle to define that which is most intimate and personal.
The community had to be imaginary because any assumption of normative
power would simply re-crearc the coercive structures artists thought they
could escape. Having come into conflict with the repressive power of the law,
Berman attempted to create a relatively autonomous subgroup within sociery.
This group was partic"lrrly fragile because its origin lay in an imaginary men-
tal construction. It substituted affective ties for shared positional interests and
included within it individuals with divergent motivations and starcs of psy-
chological adjustment. Seminaproposed an ideal collective subjective state for
this putative communiry one that its members could look upon and project
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onto Berman the man, who thereby became the symbol of their own youth-
ful hopes, in part because he brought them rogether momentarily to define
an ideal conception of human sensibiliry.

Instead of defining an instirutional position rhar would allow his group to
negotiate with other poril/ers in sociery, Berman relied upon the potential
within the aesthetic process to subvert the power of normative images and
normative subjectivities. By functioning entirely as a private exchange, the
journal escaped public scrutiny and challenge. Semina engaged the public
world peripherally, in a way not calculated to change it in any resped. Thar
the journalt putative community was ardficial, however, actually stren$h-
ened its capabiliry to thrust a new imagination of consensual norrns for social
interaction into other sectors of sociery. By reaching out to people who led
active lives in a vaiery of instirutional settings, many in the motion picture
and popular music industries, the journal gained a potenrial to affect symbolic
relations beyond its own narrow circle.

The concept of communiry Berman projected was based in his experience
of marriage and parenting, the domestic ideal that he shared with most
Americans of his generation. The theme of parenting as an exemplary rype of
human relations appeared in the first issue of Semina, in lines from a surrealist
poem by Bob Alexander: "i was no / longer being what i was but i was be-
ing / what i am together / me and a little girl, nine minutes old. /glory!"
Since the communiry existed within the heart, much like the ties bindingpar-
ents and children, the applicarion of sanctions against destructive behavior
was emotionally difficult. Relations assumed an unconditional aspecL de-
manding concern rather than judgment, care rather than punishment. The
heavy hand of legal sanctions had fallen upon Berman for expressing his love
for wife, child, and friends. His ov/n experience required that his imagi-
nary community had to coexist without any sanctions applied to symbolic
interaction.

Yet any communiry, even an imaginary one, has its share of unhappy and
poorly adjusted people who abuse themselves and those who love them. One
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of the ruptLrres within his "communiry" reproduced within Semina con-

cemed the relative virnres of narcotics and psychedelics. "Molphine mother /
Heroin mother /Yage mother /Benzedrine mother /Peyote mother /Man-
juana mother / Cocaine mother / Hashish mother / Mushroom mother /
Opium mother / Mescaline mother," runs one of Pantale Xantost contribu-
tions to Semina 4. Robert Duncan observed that this is a chant similar to the

transcriptions Antonin Anaud made of Tarahumaratncantations sung before

the religious rite that includes the ingestion of peyote. In the peyote cult the

acolyte pledges loyalty to the mother goddess dwelling in the cactus, for in
eating it worshipers give up their bodies to rerurn to the spirirual state in
which souls exist before binh. Rerurn to normal consciousness involves a

sense of rebinh, the substance taking the place of onei literal mother. The

ritual is a sign of maruriry. The initiate has learned through bodily experience

that the everyday world is only a small part of reality. One has passed from
the narrow connections of onet immediate elders to a state of open connect-

edness to the universe.35

In this chant Xantos seemed to equate the various paths to extended con-

sciousness, but the role of this alterego was to manifest what might have hap-

pened to Berman had his love of poetry not "lifted him from the poolroom."
In Semina T,Bermanpresented a portrait of Xantos, a photograph of himself
as he might appear if he lived on the streets. The tragic aspiration of this pic-

ture was undercut by pathos. The cracked open shoe conflicts with the clean-

cut, youthful face. Xantos is altogether too neat, and perhaps too sorrowful,
to be descending into hell.Compared to other heroin-related images in Se-

mina, the ponrait of Xantos is weak and half-hearted.

The contribution that Scottish novelist AlexanderTrocchi made to Semina

z provided a harder vision. Trocchi arrived in Venice, California, in ry57
preaching the liberatory qualities of heroin. It was a strange kind of salvation

that Trocchi had found. Addiction provided a practical framework for
achieving "systematic nihilism," since he believed all value and loyalties dis-

solved when the body was in a state of urgent biological need. Heroin allowed
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Trocchi to live his "own personal dada." FIe came from a country where ad-
dicts registered with the govemmenr and received a daily allotment of heroin.
Britain's enlightened policies undercut the crisis that Trocchi sought as the
source of spirirual freedom, so he emigrated to the United Srates, where
satisfying a craving involved eluding the dangers of arrest and death from
adulterated supply.36 Berman published eight sentences from Cain's Book.,

Trocchi's novel about his experiences as an addict in the United States. The
excelpt begins with a description of the needle going up and down while
blood fills the dropper. Elsewhere in the issue was a photograph by Valter
Hopps of a dead shark washed up on a seaweed-sffewn beach. Bermant
readers familiar with Philip Lamantiat poem "Black Sea" might have recalled
a reference to tuming loose the shark within the soul, with its concluding line,
"How brief the pleasure in our pair1."tz Trocchit selection ends with the
heroin user transformed into a wild beast, stalked by "the man" (police, au-
thoriry), but fierce and contemptuous because it lives under consranr threat.

Six pages before this selection, Berman presented rq/o photographs he
took of Philip Lamantia injecting heroin into his arm (fig. 28).r'On the op-
posite page is a prose poem by Pantale Xantos printed in large, bright red
letters. '.A face," Xantos says rwice, but a face is exacdy what is missing from
the grim, gralny photographs, a feaure that began with the cover, showing a

woman's face erased except for her eyes. Erasure of the face was a motif that
Berman returned to throughout his career. For the cover of Semina 7 Berman
showed a woman strapped into the chair of the gas chamber, her face rubbed
out. In ry$ he began a series of ponraits of celebrities in which again he
erased all facial features. Erasure of face suggests erasure of self, but the vary-
ing contexts in which Berman used this motif undercut a single emorional
reacdon. The motif of facelessness may easily poftray the insignificance of in-
dividualiry in its confrontarion with the divine. Following this reading, capital
punishment is a presumptuous arrogation by sociery of divine capabilities,
while the self-erasure accompanying heroin use is inconsequential. Both
merely hurry what will occur in any evenr, the reabsoqprion of the individual
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28. Pages from Semina z (December r9y7). Photographs and text by Vallace Berman

into cosmic flux. There is no forbidden pleasure in the image of Lamantia

nodding out beneath the Hebrew letters ! !, a double presentation of beth,

which in the kabbalah stands for language as the house within which hu-
maniry dwells and finds its self-nature. The poet stills that talent of his that
most makes him a human being in order to achieve momentarily the mute

objectiviry of a rock or of the shark belly that a few pages later remains a cold

reminder that living creatures are transitory manifestations.

There is no sentimental reloration of tension in Berman's presentation of
heroin use, nor is there is any condemnation. The "narco myth" in Xantost
prose poem is a double-edged sword. On the one hand, "narco myth" points
to stereotypical presentations of "junkies" in the mass media, evidence of so-

ciery's inabiliry to comprehend individual paths to religious experience. On
the other hand, "narco myth" refers to the incolporation of narcotics into a
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mythic view of spirirual development. Transgression and regeneration were
points on t-he cycle of personal growth that corresponded to winter and

spring, decay and rebifth. The withering of the soul in confrontation with
ineffable forces was part of the preparation for spirirual resurrection. Stuart
Perkoff's poem "bopliciry" which appeared tn Semina 4r presenrs life as a

desert that must be struggled through before redemption can be achieved:3e

miles Er

miles

for a

to hold that much cool
'water water water

when I'm thirsry
plenry of ice cold

when I'm dry
when I die

The thinned connections berween rhe individual lines, with the possibiliry
that the lines could be imaginatively reshuffled to draw our new implications
in the game created with any panicular set of words, conveys Perkofft des-
peration in his search for a state of "cool," that essential accolade his genera-
tion spontaneously applied to Berman.

The term "cool" as applied to Berman in his guise as ideal rype of his gen-
eration meant openness to the multipliciry of meaning inherent to being alive.
The coexistence of life and death, as well as the divine and mundane, in every
phenomenon undercut the stabiliry of meaning that sociery imputed to hu-
man action. Cool was a response to the potentid meaningless of human value

that asserted an enjoyment of multipliciry. By treating life as a game of poten-
tialiry the cool attitude assuaged the cognitive dissonance rhar led to madness,

as in Cameron's case, or heroin addiction, as with Sruart Perkoff and Alex-
ander Trocchi. No meaning, no matter what its source, could dominate a
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person open to multiplicity because there was always another possible inter-

pretation coming around the corner.

If Berman did not use the pages of Semina to condemn those who used

heroin, he did not use narcotics himself, and he was critical of the effects that
addiction had on people's lives. The dislike he felt for heroin use led him to
break off his friendship with Bob Alexander for several years. Berman coun-
tered the narco-myth of heroin with his ov/n myths of peyote and marijuana.

Bermant most personal issue of Seminawas originally to be called "Cannabis

Sativa," stressing his belief that being stoned helped him experience more

clearly the intersection of order and chaos. Three years earlier he had pub-

Iished Michael McCluret "Peyote Poem" tn Semina 3, a work that provided

a statement of how confrontation with the divine through the use of visionary

drugs could lead to a sense of greater connection and urgent responsibiliry for
the well-being of others.

Berman had appeared one afternoon in r9y8 at McClure's apartment with
some peyote buttons. Describing with encyclopedic detail Native American

uses of peyote, Berman calmly prepared the buttons for ingestion. He did not

ask McClure if he wanted to take them, nor did he recommend their use. He
limited his discussion to a third-person, historical account of the origins and

riruals involved in the peyote religion. Then, while McClure was distracted

with a phone call, Berman vanished, leaving the buttons. McClure decided to

take them and recorded the experience in a poem he wrote the following
morning.ao He was sulprised to find that spiritualiry led back to flesh, to a
secure sense of understanding that was pacifying rather than threatening:

I hear

the music of myself and write it down

for no one to read. I pass fantasies as they

sing to me with Circe-Voices. I visit

among the peoples of myself and know all

I need to know.

I
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29. Vallace Berman and Michael McClure, ca. ry5g. photograph by
Vallace Berman. \Tallace Berman papers, Archives of American An,
Smithsonian Institution.

McClure had hallucinations characteristic of psychedelic experiences, but he
passed through them unworried, for the peyote had impaned to him the
knowledge that, Iike the gods in Buddhism, rhese illusions were projections
of his own desires and fears, objectified inro external forms. Th.y could hun
him only as long as he was ignorant that their sources were the travails of his
own ego (that is, historicd) formation.

I smile to myself. I know

all that there is to know. I see all there
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is to feel. I am friendly with the ache

i, *y belly. The answer

to love is my voice. There is no Time!
No answers. The answer to feeling is my feeling.

The answer to joy ir joy without feeling.

Two sensations accompanied his sense of distance from his own self-

formation: spaciousness and stomach ache. On the one hand, the possibiliry
of moving instantaneously to any point of infiniry opened before him. All
possibiliry was his. It was not at all ethereal. He had no sense of floating on a
cloud. Eterniry had the "gr-i- intensity" and firmness of rock. Possibiliry
however infinite, had the tangibiliry of "primordial substance and vitaliry."
The connections that the poet sought were not simply his fantasies, but the
abiliry to pierce through everyday illusions and see the alternatives that could
come into being. By aniculating them, he hoped ro make them tangible
enough for others to share in the choice berween the various layers of "what
is." The stomach ache was simply a reminder that this knowledge was gained

through a physical substance, a strongly alkaloid cacrus that his system had
dffi culry digesting. McClure announced,

My belly and I are rwo individuals
joined together

in life

This lesson guided him for the next thirry-five years of his poetic career:

spirit could not be separated from flesh. In his work before this experience,

he had aspired to be the Shelley of his day, spiritual and ethereal, liberated
from the "meat" that kept his soul chained to eantrly desires. He decided that
during one's earthly life the highest spirirual stares were aftained through
physical states of being. McClure thought that this was unconscious, but
common knowledge. Most people sought salvation through physical acdons
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like sports, sexualiry alcohol, or drugs. Th.y condemned themselves, or ac-

cepted the condemnation a repressive elite culrure placed on mere bodily ac-

tivity. Their instincts led the average man and woman to knowledge, but they
failed to see their ovm natural wisdom because their culture had told them

that flesh and spirit were distinct. The greatest ages of writers, the Elizabethan

dramatists and the classical Greels poets and dramatists, however, had un-
derstood, so their works had to be filtered *rough the castrating sieve of the

Metaphysical poets and neo-Platonist philosophers.

Twelve years afterward, when McClure had stopped taking all drugs, he tried
to describe the visions he had experienced. Drugs connected him but did
away with his sense of interrelationships benveen things in the universe. Ev-
erything he saw stood "coldly and disparate from one another, with none of
what Robert Duncan calls 'glamours' connecting them or weaving between

them." Eterniry was "an inescapable hdl of cold objects radiating their own
light." For months afterward, he continued to see light coming out of objects,

light that did not warn or attract.

I had to rewarrn the universe by means of my ovrn invention, to actually

feel it through agft, and say, *'Well, alright, I've seen now how it is, I've
seen it stripped of its warmth, its glamours, its perfumes, stripped of the

masks that we've falsely pulled over it, and now I have to warm that
universe again so that I can inhabit ir." Because it was uninhabitable
forme.

To exist, love had to be deliberately and obstinately chosen. The irrational act

that made humans free was to will into existence what they wanted and

needed. Love meant clinging to that which was most immediate in one's life.

Love, as metaphor for choice, created a homeostatic system that allowed the

universe to renew iaelf. Freedom did not exist independently of law or neces-
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siry but was bound to them as rhe factor that overcame the entropic tendency
of rational systems.al

The isolating aspect of heroin, explored vicariously by Pantale Xantos and

lived by Trocchi, Perkoff, and too many of Bermant friends, derived from
grimly accepting the world as it existed as an infrangible given. Narcotics pro-
vided an avenue to withdraw from all responsibiJity for the state of the outer
world, from all meaningful connections with other people, in a premarure
rush to reabsolption to cosmic flux. This aspecr of the "narco myrh" Berman
opposed from the first issue of Semina, when he quoted Herman Hesse's "To
aToccata by Bach" as a proposal for what he wanted to accomplish: "'Wher-
ever the seeds of light, the magnificent, falls / Comes change, things are

fashioned." The "sacred" does not take one out of the body, but deeper into
it. "Desire and need," Hesse's poem continued, "form a triumphai arch /
Of the vault of Heaven." To move deeper into the body is to discover God
through a sense of placement, relationship, connecrion. Augmentation,
rather than diminution, of individual experience led to acrion to preserve

what mattered and oppose what threatened. Thus, strangely, experimenta-
tion with drugs need not mean removal from the world, but could, at least

theoretically, lead to a sense of social obligation and a desire to change the
world as it exists.

The argument remains on an intellecrual level. In pan 3 we will examine

how these ideas led to specific patterns of interaction with sociery at large.

Those events that determined the outcome of the avant-garde as a social force
took place in a context in which poets and arcists entered into an arenaof so-
cial contention that was not structured by their needs or desires. Even the
messages they tried to transmit assumed importance because they seemed to
answer questions poets themselves were not asking. Our goal at this momenr
is to break through the polemics of the era and consider, foregoing both mor-
alism and enthusiasm, how apparently negative, escapist, and irresponsible
behavior such as drug taking could assume a socially positive aspect. D*g
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taking was not an unfornrnate irrelevancy but an essential element in formu-

lating the social ideology of the California avant-garde.

In McClure's peyote vision, we see a universe based on law, cold and in-
exorable. It was a world of rationaliry without any need for rational beings

to think it, for its occupants are compelled to think only what they must.

Vhat the vision conjured up as the inevitable reaction was the pov/er of will
and imagination to break through necessity and create an environment, how-

ever engulfed by law, where humans would want to live. Freedom was

McC1ure's theme, irrational and unpredictable. Love, the choice to need and

desire another person, was the key to creating a social environment not de-

pendent upon forms of obligation. Poetry was a form of love, but only be-

cause it was arype of labor that linked people through exchange:

I cenainly don't believe now in a big force called Love that's swishing

through and permeating the universe, drifting and floating i" it because I've

seen that objects stand discrete from each other in space. (I don't believe

that the universe looks hke this anymore, either-I'm telling you about

how I saw it tben.). . . If there aren't these warm forces moving through

it, then I'm going to have to invent whatever there is-by my own deeds,

as well as widr words. So if there is a Love, I will have to invent it: I'll have

to make it-maybe even discover it, or discover the possibilities of it. If
there's any Chivalry or Nobiliry then I'll have to make those things.

And any great poem, or any beautiful poem, or any meaningful poem is a

medium toward what can be invented with it, or what can be expressed

through it.o'

The task that McClure described required will power, but it succeeded

through collective action. The realiry of ties in the present was confirmed by
a sense of ties extending across time not only through the recovery of ances-

tors, buq more important, through progeny.

"'Where the children are, there is the Golden Ag.," wrote Novalis, quoted
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by Michael McClure in an appreciation of Semina.a3 The poets and artists

who came to maturiry in the post-\World War II years were part of the baby-
boom-producing generation. As with most of their fellow citizens, parenrinB

was an important part of everyday life for this generation c,f aftists and poets.

Kids running around galleries were a prominent paft of art openings in the
mid-r9yos, Joan Brown recalled, and then added, "My father used to go to
the openings and b.i"S my dog and have him do tricks. I would be so embar-

rassed, I would die, and everybody would tease me." She emphasized that
the environment in California was very different from her experiences of
the New York art scene because on the West Coast children and friendship
seemed more important to peoplet lives than money and career building.aa

Certainly painters and poets on the East Coast had families as well, but
Brownt memory accentuated the ideal of the arts as a communiry by picrur-
ing artists as a sort of extended family. Thus, represenrations and reflections

of the period added a symbolic value of Edenic innocence to rhe factual reahty

of families, children, and friendships. Art is learning "how to rearrive at the
cycles and wheels of childhood,"Jack Hirschman v/rote in his comparison of
Berman to William Blake.a5 The use of family snapshots in art exchanged by
mail linked the avant-garde to the common concerns of much of their genera-

tion. The child playing with an automobile tire became a mandala image, re-

inforcing the aspect of children as connections to cosmic creativiry (fig. lo).
Affectionate photographs of Berman with Tosh are similar to pictures that
might be found in any family album (fiS. I r). They also helped to reinforce

Berman's communiry identiry which linked fatherhood to his conception of
art. He was not unique in this concern, for the use of children in posters and

book covers was corxnon. Berman put a photograph of himself and his son

on the poster for his Ferus Gallery show; David Meltzer used a photograph
of his daughter Jennifer for the cover of We All Haoe Sometbing To Say To

Eacb Other. Stan Brakhage's film Window 'Water Baby Moving (r9y8) pre-
sented natural childbinh as a cooperative venture between mother and father



30. George Herms, "H^ppy Virgo" card, late r9yos. PatriciaJordan papers,
Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution.

31. PatriciaJordan, photograph of Vallace Berman and Tosh Berman, r958.
PatriciaJordan papers, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution.
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that confirmed the sacrarnental narure of marriage. \flhen the graphic scenes

of a child emerging from the womb led to problems with local police depart-
ments determined to protect citizens from images of genitalia, Brakhage took
to including clips from the filrn in letters he sent to his friends.ou

Joanna McClure compared working with children with poerry readings as

giving her "the sarne feeling of being ar home, the feeling of place." The birth
of her and Michaelt daughter led her to start writing. "The poems were al-

ways personal. I never thought of them for publication; they were a way of
keeping track of myself and a way ro get to certain things that I could nor get

to without writing." As she started to publish, preparation of her books de-

veloped into a family process involving her husband and daughter in the se-

lection of poems, typefaces, and illustrations. She viewed the family as an en-

try to a wider audience, since one of the key functions she thought an filled
was to build and strengthen the affective ties people had to the world around
them. In focusing feelings of love, people grasped on to the most concrete and

immediate aspects of their lives and defined what was truly essential.4z

Patricia Jordan's collage of Shirley Berman (fig. y) romantically juxta-
poses its subject with exotic Egyptian, Persian, and Italian Renaissance im-
agery to suggest her role as muse. The upper image presenrs a counship
scene, while below is a representation of the myth of Isis and Osiris, in which
the goddess resurrects her husburd-brorher from death. Layered behind the
Isis story is a Renaissance image of a woman playing the lute, metaphorically
suggesting the general creativiry that unfolds under Shirley's presence. It is a

casual piece, a greeting card never intended to be exhibited, in which one mar-
ried woman contemplated the life of a married friend and projected what
arnounts to an ideal rype. The card, and there are many like it, reveals that
alongside the interplay of male creative figures was another vision of sexual

relationships that placed women at the center of a nerwork based on tightly
bonded domestic ties. Within this group that shunned public attention, male

and female visions of communiry tended to blur. If the finished art and po-
etry was, as Robert Duncan thought, only the by-product of a life-sryle
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attempdng to "shape a vision of survival," it came out of the interaction of
people, and the individual craftsperson only fashioned the final form of what
was in effect a collective imagination.as

In that sharing, however, women mosr frequently provided the practical
component. Shirley Berman worked as a searnsrress, while \Wallace stayed at

home to take care of their son. Joanna McClure went to work as a teacher,

and Michael quit his job. BothJoanna and Michael were published poets, but
she took responsibiliry for the questions of "how to make a living, where to
live, what to do about children, the man you live with and your life. Those
were my concerns." Through marriage, McClure thought people grasped on
to the mosr concrere and immediate aspects of reaJity, which were vital
to poetry but not always a paft of the arts scene. She recalled how she and

Shirley Berman opened their homes to friends who needed a calmingplace to
stay. Married couples stayed away from North Beach, McClure added, be-
cause the "destructive element was playing itself out" there, and those who
were leaming how to be parents could not afford to become involved.oe

The inscription of a women's sphere encircling and protecting men was

central for both men and women. Th.y were crearing a communiry from an
interlocking network of domestic utopias. The contradictions of this i-rgr-
nary sociery fell most acutely upon women, for as Berman ponrayed in his

Veitas Panel, they carried the burden of "holding things together." In Se-

mina z Cameron declared that she had "sulpassed the tomb" men had
dreamed for her. Her self-liberation she promised would allow men ro liber-
ate themselves, and male and female could recombine in a new strengthened
union. "Now I rise up from death and attach my life along its entire length to
the boundaries of your body," she stated, "and lock our legs in serpentine
stren$h against the earthquake." The vision came to her in the course of a
deep depression. Her husband had died, and only in his death, she admitted
in this short piece, did she begin to see herself as an individual. Still she was

not ready to claim an independent position as a woman. Her vision looks to
marriage as the eradication of gender in humaniryt original "one flesh." The
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image of male and female intertwined around the tree of life derived from the

kabbalistic belief that the first being, created in the likeness of God, was both

male and female. The fall was the split into gendered identities, and the sun-

dered parts strove to reunite and regain what had been lost.50 One function of
art was to restore humaniry psychically, if not physically, to the state of origi-
nal unitary innocence.

Cameron's vision points to the difference between how men and women
in the avant-garde community experienced the relationship of gender to their
identiry. Berman, like other young men his age, was concemed with defining

and redefining male identiry as part of his search for a place in sociery. The

domestic relationship became the way he chose to define himself. Once he

made that commitment, it was central to how he viewed himself and the art

he created. Young women with artistic ambitions sought to dissolve the im-
poftance of gender, both through mystical conceptions and practical actions.

Lenore Kandel recalled that when she first lived with poet Lew Welch, he

expected her to spend her free time with "women folks" discussing "feminine

magicals," while he ran around with other male poets. She insisted that they
share both sides of life. The high point of their relationship carne when he

voluntarily acknowledged that she was as good a poet as he thought he was.s1

As we saw withJoan Brown, woment recollections from this period more
clearly link emancipatory and traditional images of femininiry. 'Women de-

fined ama:1or aspect of their lives through service to another. Freedom did not
mean free fall, but taking responsibiliry for living according to onet ideals.

The hearth was an all-encompassing sanctuary that sheltered friends in need

of healing. Yet their recollections also involve images of themselves as young
women who abandoned their homes to travel to San Francisco or Los A.rB.-
les alone, or in the poetJoanne Kyger's case on to Japan, where she arrived in
r9y8 not knowing the language or a single person. A wonderful and curious

aspect of Kygert voyage abroad is that she spent her four years in Japan
smdying ancient Greek literature in depth. In Asia, the classics of her own
culrure suddenly became hers and hers alone.52

T
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The abiliry of "beat" women to be both free and connected was vitally im-
portant to the self-image that they wished to project. In some aspects their
lives followed very traditional paths, but they wanted to assert the element of
choice that had allowed them to recognize andgrasp the chances that entered

their lives to make a break with older, semled patterns. Joanna McClure at

the age of rwenry-one abandoned her first marriage to leave Arizona and go

to San Francisco in search of a broader life. She came without any preconcep-

tions of what she would find, because "growing up in the desen was mostly

a time of waiting. Soaking in the beaury of the place-but waiting and not

even knowing what I was waiting for." Her assumption on leaving was that

her outlook was so naffow she did not have the experience to imagine the

range of possibilities open to her. That her new life included a second mar-
riage, a family, and rwo careers as poet and educator told her that indepen-

dence was the precondition for greater involvement and responsibiliry for
other people.53

The recollections of both men and women demonstrate how powerful a

hold gender roles had upon their lives, even though a theme of their "rebel-

lion'-and this theme was fundamental to mass-media representations of
their lives-was to discard obsolete stereorFpes about sexual relations and

roles inherited from the previous generation. The idea that poetry and art

opened daily realiry to a transcendent realm may have exacerbated tensions in
male-female relations. The putative stakes involved in the pursuit of art were

high, and both members of the couple shared in the responsibility for the out-
come, even if only one was a direct creator. The expectations men and

women brought to relations undoubtedly caused strain, since few could sus-

tain for long the tension, and yet, as Michael McClure's poem from Semina z

suggests, emotional union seemed essendal to self-actualization:

I wanted to turn to electriciry-I needed

a catalyst to nrrn to pure fire

We lied
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to each other. Promises

are lies. Vork is death. Contracts are

fiIfi-the act of keeping them

destroys the desire to hold them

I forgive you. Free me!

Marriage seldom lived up to the promise entailed in the relationship, yet as

the last line suggests, McClure could not imagine another road to liberation
except through a relationship, the seriousness of which was measured by
promise and contract. The mate offered freedom by creating the environment
in which masculine ambition could be realized without consuming the male

in his own striving to be "pure fire."
If the male task was to harness phallic energy without being destroyed, ex-

amining the excesses of personal behavior was vital. For sociery at iarge the

beats as a media event provided boundaries to effective male behavior, a task

performed within the avant-garde by those who succumbed to heroin. Fas-

cination with excesses was essendal to striving to accomplish onet ambition,
to inscribe upon the world the particular virnres of onet individual excellence.

A man needed to push himself, "to turn to electricity" to use Michael Mc-
Cluret phrase, but he also needed a cautionary model that would allow him
to stop long before his ambitions consumed him.

For women the balancing act was more difficult. Domesticity allowed for
a centered, stable female self-image, while, as we saw withJoan Brown, a gen-

dered professional identiry led to striving to live up to externally defined am-

bitions. A degendered self was a strategy for grasping an individual, unique,

but female history Each victory whether in the aesthetic sphere or the do-
mestic, was personal. Equaliry therefore had a precious aspect, the sign of
matLlration and autonomy achieved through commitment to the transcendent

possibilities of an. Thus women within the arts communiry projected an ide-

ology of domesticiry as a sign of equaliry and empowerrnent. It was an ide-

ology that many men were glad to accept as their own. Other men, however,
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found the particular powers of women threatening to their abiliry to tap rhe

phallic reservoirs which they assumed generated their personal creativiry.
"The social orgarrization that is most true to the artist is the boy gang," Allen
Ginsberg argued, "not socieryt perfum'd marriage."s+

For those in the media trying to understand the beat phenomenon and

present it to the public, focusing on the consistently libenine and misogynist
Kerouac was less confusing. His self-desrucdve tendencies fit more neatly

into a tidy, moralistic worldview. Berman was as talented as Kerouac, at least

as rypical of his generation, but his commonalities with "srraighr" sociery lay
in family values rather than ambition. Kerouac pursued success as a writer to
the point of becomirg * "outlaw," and he achieved a narne for himself
through his efforts. The rwo men present the hidden Apollonian and well-
publicized Dionysian faces of their generation, and the latter fit more easily

into public fascinations. The media event of the beats provided a vicarious re-

lease from personal responsibilities, yet with warnings in its reports of the
self-abuse that these young men heaped upon themselves with alcohol and
narcotics. Kerouac helped create a male subjectiviry that appeared "free" of
constraints. The responsibilities of family were not to interfere with single-
minded devotion to career.ss

To achieve that imaginary freedom, Kerouact characters exist first and

foremost in a state of rebellion against women because through sexual union
generational continuiry was reestablished, and the individual was placed once

again in time, beholden to both past and furure. Quoting Buddha, the hero

of Jack Kerouac's r9j7 novel Tbe Dbarma Bums says, "Don t dispute with
the authorities or with women."56 In Kerouac's novels, "authorities" inevi-
tably means the police. The aphorism equated women and the police as the

foundations of repressive daily sociery the local figures immediately present

to punish the male pursuit of pleasure or self-knowledge. The hero of Tbe

Dbarma Bums returns home to his mother, who worries about his inabiliry
to seftle down into a career and make a living from his college education.5T ln
On tbe Road, the hero's aunt, who raised him as a surrogate mother, tells him
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that the world would never find peace "unril men fell at their women's feet

and asked for forgiveness." Sal Paradise, explaining this to Dean Moriarry,
agrees: "The truth of the matter is we cion't understand our women; we blame
on them and itt all our fault." Moriarry protesrs, "But it isn't as simple as

that. . . . Peace will come suddenly, we won't understand when ir does."58

Neither faith nor good deeds leads to peace, Moriarry seems to argue.
"Peace" is a random occurrence and not likely to be recognized. It has the elu-
sive qualicy of death, as a state of being going beyond experience. Moriarryt
vision of peace also incoqporated Kerouac's Catholic faith: redemption can

come at the oddest moments. Even those leading the most disreputable lives

can experience an awakening of the heart to God when they least expect it.
Maternal figures criticize, but they also offer unconditional support to

their men. Th.y threaten men, Robert Duncan observed in a witty anecdote

about the relation in the postwar Bay Area of younger male and older female

poets such as Josephine Miles, because they are "lady sheep" rrying to teach
"little wolves . . . to eat grass" and be hrppy.t, In times of trouble, Kerouac's
male characters return to their mother figures for a meal and a place ro sray

until they are rested and ready for further advenrures. \Women as sexual part-
ners are the source of quick money and physical pleasure, the red meat that
the wolves need to devour to acrualize their q/6lfns55-but at a price of emo-
tional bondage. After two weeks, Paiaciise . complains, "I knew my affair
with Lucille wouldn't last much longer, She wanted me to be her way. . . .I
had nothing to offer anybody except my own confusion.'''. A "realwoman"
accepts whatever comes her way, Moriarry tells 'Paradise: "Never a harsh

word, never a complaint, or modified; her old man can come ir *y hour of
the night with anybody and have talks in the kitchen and drink the beer and

leave any old time. This is a man, and that's his castle."61

In Tbe Dbarma Bums, wrinen six years later, Kerouac tried to reconcile
life in the moment with the acceptance of continuiry and history implied in
literary ambition by rurning to Buddhism. The sexual conflicts that gave
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stnrcture to On tbe Road yielded to the presentation of a model of idyllic
matrimony. Sean and Christine Monahan are a young couple with properry

in the Marin Counry foothills. Th.y offer refuge to poets who need a place to

stay, but without any of the recriminations that On the Road's maternal fig-
ures offered along with their food. All the poets need to do is meditate and

follow their craft, which all accept as a form of prayer for salvation, the release

of humaniry from the illusions of material existence. Monahan is a caqpenter

who maintains his home and car by his own skills. He "had selected a wife
who agreed with him in every detail about how to live the joyous life in
America without much money." He liked to take days off from work to go

into the mountains and study Buddhist sutras. Christine "wandered around

the house and yard barefooted hanging up wash and baking her own brown

bread and cookies. She was an expert on making food out of nothing." Her
willing acceptance of a stereotype of premodern relations frees Sean from all

troubles. "Sean in fact was just an oldtime patriarch," Kerouac enthused.

"Though he was only rurenry-rwo he wore a full beard like SaintJoseph and

in it you could see his pearly white teeth smiling and his young blue eyes

rwinkling." Because of his wifet housekeeping skills and her love of washing

and baking and mending, "Sean, working only desultorily at carpentry had

managed to put a few thousand dollars in the bank. And like a patriarch of
old Sean was generous, he always insisted on feeding you and if rq/elve people

were in the house he'd lay out a big dinner. . . . It was a communal arrange-

ment, though, he was strict about that: we'd make collections for the wine,

and if people carne, as they all did, for a long weekend, they were expected to

bring food or food money."tz Vhile men achieve Buddha-nanrre through

study andwriting, women's Buddha-nature subsists in the activities that come

most naturally to their social role: washing, cooking, raising children, and

making love. Kerouac proposed nvo models for authentic male behavior:

Men who accept the responsibilities of family must be prepared to work and

earn the money needed to maintain patriarchal digniry. Men who cannot
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work must remain single, though not celibate, as women may also achieve

salvation through "yubyum," a form of Tibetan rirual sex with men who have

devoted themselves to monas tic prayer.63

It is easy to ridicule Kerouac's vision of male-female relations.s On the
Road had the virnres of honesry in its self-damning ponrayal of emotional
confusion when confronted with the unbreakable links berween pleasure and

responsibility. Tbe Dharma Bums escaped into utopian fantasy that con-
firmed that when female characters are turned into cardboard stick figures
with clearly defined and limited utilitarian functions, so too are male repre-

sentations stripped of the possibiliry of suqprise or change. In this novel,
Kerouac crafted a male subjectiviry incapable of relating to orher human be-

ings except through the driest and most hterary of theories. The evasion of
responsibility for the personal, intimate relations one develops was a pro-
found strand running through the public aspects of the posrwar avant-garde.

The fear of ties uras the dark side of a philosophy that stressed personal vision
and connection with the abstract forces of the cosmos over social relations. It
found expression in a subjectiviry impervious ro rhe effects of a man's actions
upon anybody, including himself. It was therefore a subjectiviry that lay help-
less before the world.

There was a philosophical sundering within the avant-garde that was no secrer

within the movement. This split provides another, internal explanation for the
reluctance discussed in chapter 6 of marry artists and poets to embrace the
beat image. In ry59 Stan Brakhage wrote L^ny Jordan that he could offset
the "horror of the beats" only by contemplating the chills the publiciry the
beats received gave academics who fetishized "rwo thousand years of \Western

Culture." He believed that both the beats (understood as the media event

evolving from the success of Kerouac's On the Road) and academics crushed
the connection of poetry to life.6s On the other hand, Gerard Malangat poem
on the Bermans reiterates themes Kerouac stated about Sean and Christine
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Monahan in Tbe Dbarma Bums, but also reveals the critical distance that

many male poets felt about the kind of life led by those who married, how-
ever hospitable their homes might be for spirirual travelers:

the private lives and poets overlooking

the enamel sink and tub

its destinies . . . we try to escape.

Am I moistured, exaltingly, and in this room

that gives me entrance gives you no exit?5u

Freedom versus responsibiliry. Risk-taking self-affirmation versus life-af6rm-

ing emotional ties. Ambition versus domesticiry. For public colrunentators

the excesses of the "bea$" were reduced to a narrow set of questions: What is

the relationship of freedom to libertinism? Are desire and responsibiliry com-

patible? Were the structures of knowledge governing human interaction de-

rived ultimately from experience, or was experience based on a priori systems

of rationaliry and faith? Members of the rgtos American bohemia asked

themselves the same questions.

The answers men gave about what to value inevitably affected the work
they produced and the example they set for others. The cleavage within the

"beats" was hidden to those on the outside, in pan because, as we have seen

with Berman, the avant-garde expression of domesticiry diverged from the

mainstream standard in ways that made its manifestations confusing and per-

haps even frightening. The ideology of domesticiry for example, crossed lines

of sexual preference . Larry Jordan recalled that Robert Duncan and Jess had

taught him the meaning of the home as a "magical kingdom" that needs to

be protected "from all the wayward vibrations that come arrd go."ez A home

was not simply a place, but the psychological wholeness of one's connec-

tions brought into being by onet imagination. Freedom need not be free

fall if linked to the relationships one cherished; freedom calne from the

creation of self through ties with the new rather than from severance of all
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blood," to Ben Talbert, undated,

early ry5os ; Wallace Berman,

cover to Hero/Lil by David
Meltzer, with handwritten
binhday greetings to Bob
Alexander. Patricia Jordan papers
and Bob Alexander papers,
Archives of American An,
Smithsonian Institution.

.. ,-.. F
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ties whatsoever. For Duncan, if there had been any one single reason why he

could not consider himself a "beat poet," it was his strong belief in the im-
portance of being a "householder" who refused to think of himself as a "pro-
fessional heretic and exile" always just clinging on to life: "No, because I've
surrounded *y writing . . . with a position for itself." Respectabiliry he

concluded, a great respectabiliry marked the work and lives who assumed

responsibili ty for their desires. 58
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Chopter 8

1. "The Bored, the Bearded, and the Beat," Look zz (August r958); as-ard leners
in Wallace Berman papers, AAA; Arts Magazine (London) July ry65, 57; Dennis
Hopper, introduction to Bruce Conner: Assembkges, Paintings, Drawirgt, Engrar,-
tng Colkges, t95o-r99o (Santa Monica: Michael Kohn Gallery r99o). The anicle in
Look fearured a full-page phorcgraph of the Berman family in their San Francisco
home. Berman complained to a friend of the offensive inaccuracies in the article.
Among the errors was a description of him as a New York associate of Ginsberg and
Kerouac who followed them west. In fact, Berman carne to California in r93o and
never set foot outside the state undl a trip to London in ry66. See Berman ro David
Meltzer, October r9;8, Berman papers, AAA.

2. Berman to Jay DeFeo, Jrly 1955, I^y DeFeo papers, AAA; Grace Glueck,
'Art Notes: From Face to Shining Face," It{ew York Times, z9 September ry68,D3r;
P. Adams Sitney, "A Tour with Brakhage: Underground Movies Are Alive Along the
Pacific," Vilkge Voice, ; December ry68, j3. See also Tom Kent, "Everyrhi.g
Changed,' City, 19 February-4March r975, Tt.Inaddition to Dennis Hopper, Ber-
mant entertairunent industry collectors included Peter Fonda, Teri Garr, Murray
Gribbin, Jack Nicholson, Michelle Phillips, Bob Rafelson, Bert Schneider, Phil Spec-
tor, Dean Stockwell, and Russell Tamblyn. See Berman papers, AAA, and Wallace
Berman RetroEective (Los Angeles: Fellows of Contemporary Arr, 1978) for infor-
mation on collectors.

3. A contrasting, distinctly negative view carne from gallery owner Ining Blum,
one of the first people to promote Andy Varhol and the owner of the complete
Campbell's Soup series. Blum decided to drop Berman from the Ferus Gallery in
r9j9."Vallyt work somehow, for me, lacked a kind of edge." He thought Berman
was an "extraordinarily provocative guy who could convince you about anythinB, and
somehow I was a bit suspicious of him, I remember. Although I was assured by ev-
eryone that he had extraord tnary genius, I somehow felt that there were some prob-
lems that his interest was disparate, that it was roo scanered, that he wasn't sufficienrly
focused and would pay a price as a consequence. I sdll feel thatway about him. But
he was a provocative guy. A very extraord rnary human being, extraord rnary person.
Sensitive) warrn, brilliant, I think, and really the touchstone for all the poe try actl.vtt)r

that existed in California" (Irving Blum, "At the Ferus Gallery" OHP/UCLA,
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7z-n).Blum exaggerated the centraliry of Berman's involvement in poetry but his
coffunent expressed a somewhat corrunonplace anirude. People in the visual afts
tended to play up Bermant importance as a poet, while poets overestimated his pro-
fessional reputation as an artist.

4. Cameron, interviewed ry86 by Sandra Leonard Starr, Lost and Fownd in Cali-

fornia: Fowr Decades of Assemblage Art (Sarrta Monica: Corcoran Gallery ry87), 7o.
5. In an undated letter to Berman wrinen ca. r9q, Michael McClure told him,

"tlnforrunately you and I have some funny thing going and pride and vaniry comes
up berureen us. Now where I would really like to write a poem ABOUT YOU I
wrote one and dedicated it to you" (Berman papers, AAA). The poem McClure men-
doned was "Lip, Beginning with a line by Soo Doong-Paw."

6. Jo* Brown, "Tape-Recorded Interview withJo* Brown, Session #2," AAA,
25, z7-28.

7. Stan Brakhage to Berman, "EarlyJuly r95j," Berman papers, AAA.
8. Michael Fles to Bob and Anita Alexander, r 5 November ry85, Bob Alexander

papers, AAA.
9. Shirley Berman interviewed 1987 by Sandra Leonard Starr, in Lost and Found

rn Califurnia,9o.
10. Charles Brinin, interviewed ry85 by Sandra Leonard Starr, rn Lost and Found

rn Califurnia,73.
11. Announcements are in exhibitions folder, Berman papers, AAA. Anists and

photographers who exhibited at Berman's "semina Gall ery" include Charles Brinin,
George Herms, John Reed, Anhur fucher, and Edmund Teske.

12. Shirley Berman, interviewed ry86 by Sandra Leonard Starr, Lost and Found
tn Caffimh,7o. This transition from formal to ffanscendent concerns also occured
in the work of Edward Kienholz. \(hen Kienholz constructed his first pieces in
r9J4, he rurned to wood as a substitute for paint. He wanrcd to develop thick tex-
rLrres. "I wanted thick paint and didrt't have the money to bry the paint. So I nailed
boards onto things and painted them to get that third dimension" (quoted in Anhur
Secunda, 'John Bernhardt, Charl es Frazier, Edward Kienh olz," Artforum r [Octo-
ber ry5zl: 3o).

1,3. Description of Verias Panel, and subsequent descriptions of Cross andTemple,
drawn from Merril Greene, "'Wallace Berman, Ponrait of the Artist as an Under-
ground Man," Artforwm 16 (February 1978), t6, and John Coplans, "Art is Love is
God," Artforwm z (March ry5+):2/t as well as observation of Charles Brinin's pho-
tographs of these pieces. Neither Greene nor Coplans had seen the pieces and based
their descriptions of these destroyed works on discussions with the artist, his wife, and
friends of the Bermans. See also Anne Banlett Ayres, "Berman and Kienholz: Pro-
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genitors of Los Angeles Assemblage," tn Art in Los Angeles: Seaenteen Artists in the
Sixties, ed. Maurice Tuchman (Los Angeles: Los Angeles Counry Museum of Art,
r98 r ; Henry Hopkins, "Recollecting the Beginnings," tn Forty Years of Colrfurnia As-
sembkge (Los Angeles: Wight An Gallery ry8g). Veitas Panel, Temple, and Cross
were destroyed in 19t8 after Berman left Los Angeles.

1,4. '.An Interview with Walter Hopps,' ln Walkce Berman Retrospectiue, 9.
15. The kabbalah was a form of gnostic philosophy developed in Jewish commu-

nities in rq/elfth-century Spair. Kabbalis$ raught that the Hebrew alphabet was an
intelpretive key to reading Godt intentions when he created the world. Intelprerers
of the kabbalah gave three primary meanings to aleph (N): primal chaos as porentialiry
of meaning; Adam in his capacity as the bestowerof names upon the divine creation;
and the ox, the beast of burden rhar brings order to the wilderness and yer can never
be fully tamed of its own streak of inner wildness. Berman was fond of the intelpre-
tation of deph as "the all-encompassing man," which is also how he liked to think of
himself (Merril Greene, "Wallace Berman, Porrrait of the Anist as an Underground
Man," ,j). "I speak of the Poet," David Meltzer wrore, explaining his use of N in his
second book. "He is my sign for man" (David Meltzer, "Parchen," We All Have
Something To Say To Eacb Other [S* Francisco: Auerhahn Press, ry62)). Carlo
Suards, editor of the Cabiers de l'Etoile rr.the ryzos and r93os, wrore that aleph stood
for the revelation that could come only from within each human soul, without rhe
intervention of prophet or messiah (Carlo Suards to Edouard Roditi, 1927, Edouard
Roditi papers, DSC). In tarot, aleph presenred a feminine aspecr, as it represented one
of the three mothers that guided crearion. The mothers, Aleph, Mem, and Shin, rhen
established the scales of merit and guilq berween which the rongue emerged as balance
berween the rq/o ways of rendering judgment (Akiba ben Joseph, The Booh of For-
mation of S"pbir Yetzirah, tans. Knut Stenring [London: William Rider and Son,
r94), 19, 2j).Neph then was a symbol for the pursuit of meaning as rhe fundamental
human activiry. It was a symbol that spoke to the crearion of communiry through
shared narnes given to experiences.

1,6. Interview with Bob Nexander by Sandra Leonard Srarr, Lost and Found in
Caffirnia, 57. In 1947 Berman designed a phonograph album cover for Dial Records,
as well as a series of lithographs on bebop for lazzTempo.

1.7 . Phrase quoted from a lemer from Berman to Larry and Patricia Jordan, z8 Jan-
uary r95 j. In this lefter, Berman reported he was rereading Nijinsky'r diary,which was
"one of the books that lifted me from the poolroom" (Patricia Jordan papers, AAA).

18. The cross symbolized for Boehme "rhe Founh Properry of Ercrnal Narure.
The Magic Fire. The Fire World. The First Principle. The Generarion of the Cross.
The Strength, Might and Power of Eternal Narure. The Abyss or Eternal Liberryt
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Opening in the dark Vorld, breaking and consuming all the Srong Anraction of the
Darkness" (quoted from theWorks of Jacob Bebmen rnCharles Ponc6, Kabbakh: An
Introdwcti.on and lllwmination for tbe World Today [S* Francisco: Straight Arrow
Books, r9n), t4). This book was in Berman's library atthe time of his death, though
of course it could not have been in his possession at the time he created Cross. Ber-
man's work reformulated themes central to Kenneth Rexrotht long poem "The Phoe-
nix and the Tortoise," in which the poet argued that a persont intimate associations

were the k.y to fundamental aspects of being. Berman adopted the themes of
Rexroth's poem as the basis of his everyday life.

1,9. Robert Duncan, "Vallace Berman: The Fashioning Spirit," in Walkce Ber-
mA.n Retrospectia e, zt .

20. Quote from back cover, Semina z (December r9t). The correct spelling of
the judget name is Kenneth Halliday. Placement of pieces in the show in the gallery
re-created by George Herms in his ry87 intervie* by Sandra Leonard Starr tn Lost and
Fownd in Califumh, confirmed by Charles Brinin in conversation with author, ry%.

21,. The piece they are examining is Vally Hedrick's antiwar assemblage Rest in
Pisces, Berman demonstrates a crank that rotates the disc on the top and rattles the
"swords" below.

22. "An Interview with Walter Hopps,' tn Walkce Berrnan Retroryectiae, 9.
23. Her husband was Ralph Parsons, the founder of Jet Propulsion Lab oratory.

Material on Cameron drawn from artist files, Los Angeles Municipal Art Gallery.
24. Quoted in Gerald Nordland, "The Suppression of Art," Artforwm z (I',lovem-

ber ry62), 26. ludge Halliday had presided over the trial i, ,9 56 agunst bookseller

Jrk. Zeidn for selling Henry Miller's Tropir of Cancer. Halliday foundZeirln guihy
but had endured days of testimony from expert witnesses. The California Supreme
Court overrurned his decision rn ry62 n Zeitlin v. Arnebergh.

25. Shirley Berman interviewed by Sandra Leonard Starr, Lost and Found in Cak-

fomia,9z.
26. Charles Brittin interviewed by Sandra Leonard Starr, Lost and Found in Cali-

fornia, y.
27. Jol- Coplans, "Art is Love is God," ,7.
28. Semina issues, ry55-t964, are on file at DSC and AAA.
29. A complete collection of Tbe Artist's View is located in BL. The inspiration

and general guidance of the publication carne from Claire Mahl. Other contributors
were Jeremy Anderson, William Faulkner (aBay Area poet and painter, not the Mis-
sissippi novelist), *d Philip Roeber.

30. "The pocket of poems gives me a physical sensation as I take one out and put
it back" fWallace Fowlie to Berman, z5 October r9y9, Berman papers, AAA).
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31. In a lener from Michael McClure to Berman, 16 November ryy,McClure
introduced himself on the recommendation of Valter Hopps and submitted several
poems for Berman's consideration. He then suggested that Berman contact Jack
Kerouac and Philip Whalen and provided addresses. I',laked Lwncb was first pub-
lished in Paris by Maurice Girodias's Olympia Press i, ,91g. The edition could not
be sold in the United States until 1962, but excerpts from the novel were published in
the Chirago Review (Spri"g and Autumn r9t8) and in Big Table r, nos. r and z

(,sr8).
32. Pantale Xantos makes allusions to several Greek words, but the name has no

direct translation. lav1os (xanthos) means yellow, while yau1ds (khanthds) can
translate as the "lost man." Pantale relates to rTau1as (panthos), "wholly, entirely,"
and to rau1occ,.rs (panthoios), "all sorts." It is also close to both naura)tas (pant6-
lrr), "all wretched," and naura\e?rls (p*tdethes), "il truthful."

33. There may have been other alteregos used tn Semina. Berman's correspon-
dence files are not complete, and many contributions did not come through the mail.
Names of contributors that were not known independently within the circle of people
surrounding the Bermans may very well be Berman alteregos. See Merril Greene,
"\Tallace Berman," 54. Paul de Man in "Autobiography ^ De-facement," MLII 9a
GgZil: 92fif., made the point that all texts serve ro creare counrer-autobiographies.
On the distinction berween autobiographical and diaristic presentations of self, see

Luisa Passerini, Fascism in Popular Memory: The Cwltural Experuence of the Twin
Worbing Ckss (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, ry87), 17, zt, 2/t 39-40,
6r; Philippe Lejeune, Le Paae awtobiosropbque (Paris: Seuil, r97), 16, r79, 237;

J.* Starobinksi, "Le Sryle de l'autobiographi.," Poitiqwe 3 (r97o): 258-2y9.
34. Quoted in Solnit, Secvet Exhibition, t6.
35. Robert Duncan, "'Wallace Berman: The Fashioning Spirir," in Welkce Ber-

man Retrospective, zr-23. For anthropological discussions of Native American
peyote cults see J. S. Slotkin, "Menomini Peyorism," Transactions of the Ameican
Pbilosophical Society 42 n.s. (December rgtz) andJohn Smythies, "The Mescalin Phe-
nomena," Bitisb Jowrnal for tbe Pbilosopby of Science 3 (February r9t).

36. Alexander Trocchi, Cain's Book (New York: Grove Press, ry6o), 236, zr8.
37. Philip Lamantia, "Black Sea," rn ltlarcotica (San Francisco: Auerhahn Press,

19til.
38. Berman photographed this sequence of picrures for the cover of Lamantia's

I'{arcotica. However, the picrures used for the book present LamantLa agatnst a back-
drop of a crucifix and apapalportrait, reflecting the poet's Italian Catholic background.

39. Perkoff had for several years condemned heroin and its variants. In r9t9, un-
der the influence of poets Tony Rios and Anthony Scibella, Perkoff began to take
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heroin regularly. Perkoff had recendy been selected for inclusion in Donald Allens
antholo ry for Grove Press, The New American poetry e96o). Believing that this burst
of good fornrne had put him in the major leagues of new American poers, perkoff
panicked, because he worked slovrly and did not see how he could live up ro rhe
honor. He lacked the verbosiry and biblical incantatory power of Ginsberg, but
"boplicity" poinrs ro other virtues, in which language creares its own menal realiry
that can be experienced as afact. He hoped that the emb raceof heroin would give him
the power ro meer the challenge. Perkoff's writing virnrally halted, and he produced
only casual diary enrries. He abandoned his family and fled to Mexico, where heroin
cost only $r4 a grarn, and if not legal, s/as nor a substance rhar the police tried ro con-
trol. In ry62, after rerurning ro the United States, perkoff was arrested for possession
of heroin. He pleaded guilry ro a lesser charge of transponing marijuana and was sen-
tenced rc five years in federal prison (see John Arthur Mayntrd, Venice West: The Beat
Generation in Sowtbern California [N.* Bmnswick: Rurgers Universiry press, r99r],
r38-r48).

40. "You are Captain Turn-On from Los Angeles,,, McClure wrore in a quick
note the following morning, promising a manuscript of the experience (Berman pa-
pers, AAA).

41. McClure, "Inrerview with Michael McClure,', BL , 40-42.
42. rbid.
43. Untitled coffrrnents by McClure on Semina 8, McClure file, Berman papers,

AAA.
44. Jo* Brown interviewed 1987 by Sandra Leonard Starr, Lost and Found in

Caffirnio,87.
45. Hirschman, "\flallace Berman," nWallace Bermaz (Los Angeles: Los Ange-

les Counry Museum of Art, ryG8).
46. See Stan Brakhage to L^oy Jordan, I April r9J9, in patricia Jordan papers,

AAA.
47. Quoted in Barbara Gravelle, "Six Norch Beach Women ,,, San Francisco Sun-

day Examiner and Cbronicle, zr October ry79, California Living Magazine, 34.
48. Robert Duncan, "Srrucrure of Rime XIX (for Shirley and \yally Berman),,, in

Roots and Branches (New York: New Directio ns, 1964), fi9.
49. Gravelle, "Sk Norch Beach \flomen," 33.
50. See Charles Mopsik, "The Body of Engenderment in the Hebrew Bible, the

Rabbinic Tradidon, and the Kabbalah," in Zone: Fragments for a History of the Hw-
nwn Body,Pan r, ed. Michel Feher (I.{.* York: Llrzone, t9g9),,r-;.

51. Voices fro* tbe Loae Generation, ed. Leonard Wolf (Boston: Little, Broum,
and Company, ry68), 36.
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52. Joanne Kyger to Patricia and L^ry Jordan, 1962, Patricia Jordan papers,
AAA.

53. Gravelle, "Sk Nonh Beach Vomen," 33.
54. Quoted in Joyce Johnson, Minor Characters (Boston: Houghton Mifflin,

r9|,),79. Lchoose the word "ideoloW" to stress that this was a srrucrLrre of ideas and
representations that provided a framework for expressing values on an ideal level, in-
dependent of, though not enti rely unrelated to, behavior or psychology.

55. Philip Shaw has argued that the progressive character of romanricism lodged
on its Dionysian side because it worked to exhaust the possibilides of represenrarion,
while the Apollonian remained nostalgically fascinated with the power of previous
systems of representation. See "Exceeding Romanticism," h Swbjeaiaity and Litera-
ture from tbe Romantics to the Present Doy,ed. Philip Shaw and Peter Stockwell
(Loncion: Pinter Publishers, r99r).Whiie one must be careful about conflating the
details of Kerouact life with the novels he wrote, one of the effects of Kerouac's suc-
cess was his gradual withdrawal from the avant-garde social circle and rerurn ro family
and childhood fnendships in Lowell, Massachusens. In r 96zhe married Stella Stam-
pas, the sister of a close boyhood friend and nurse to his ailing mother. By all ac-
counts, the marnage was not romantic, but re-created the system of familial supporr
he had known as a boy and honored ambiguously in his novels' maternal figures.

56, Jack Kerouac, Tbe Dbarma Bums (New York: New American Library
r9t 8), r47.

57 . Ibid., rol.
58. Jack Kerouac, On the Road (New York: New American Library, r9y7), rct.
59. Robert Duncan, "Conversations with Robert Duncan l' BL, 47.
50. Kerouac, On tbe Road, rc4.
61, Ibid", 168.

62. Kerouac, The Dharma Bums, r27-t28.
63. Ibid. , z6-27.
64, For an extended diatribe on Kerouact female characrers, see Elior D. Allen,

"That \Mas No Lady . . . That Vas Jack Kerouact Girl," in Jack Kerouac, On the
Road, Text and Citiasm, ed. Scon Donaldson (Harmondsworrh: Penguin Books,
1979), jo4-1og. To be fair to Kerouac, his characrer Marlou rn The Swbterraned,ns
(New York: Grove Press, r9t8), a black prostirute with whom the hero lives, is a
strong female character determined to remain independent in a world that she is aware
despises her because she is a wom an) ablack, a prosriture, and an heroin addict. In this
character, Kerouac projected on a woman the striving for anarchic freedom that orh-
erwise in his writing was an exclusively male qualiry.

65. Stan Brakhage to LarryJordan, 3 April 1959, in PatriciaJordan papers, AAA.
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Brakhage did not narne the "academics," but strident, often hysterical criticism of the
beats had come from Joht Ciardi ("Epitaph for the Dead Beats," Saturday Review 43

[6 Febru ary r9til: r r-r ]), T. S. Eliot (interviewed in Roy MacGregor-Hastie, "\flaste
Land in Russell Square," TrACe no. j z jgtg]: I-t), Norman Podhoretz ("The Know-
Nothing Bohemians," Partisan Reaiew z5 [Spring I9t8]: jot-lr8), V. S. Pritchett
("The Beat Generation," I'{ew Statesman 56 lrl August r9t8] i 292-294), and Diana
Trilling ("The Other Night at Columbia," Partisan Review z6 [Spring r9til: 2r4-
4o). 'Wagner Literary Magazine I (Spring rglq) published a "symposium on the Beat

Poets" with criticai comments by Marianne Moore, Herbert Read, and Dorothy Van

Ghent, with replies by Gregory Corso, Allen Ginsberg, and Peter Orlovsky.
66. Gerard Malanga, New Year's card to the Bermans, 18 December ry63, Ber-

man papers, AAA.
67. Quoted in Solniq Secvet Exhibition, 34.
68. Roben Duncan, "Conversations with Roben Duncan," BL, rtI-rjz, quote

on r 54-rt5.
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9 Public Culture in the Kennedy Yeors

In the summer of ry62 the Bermans rerurned to Los Angeles because making
expenses meet their income might be easier if they lived in the small house
they owned there. Another attraction was the sudden blossoming of the
southern California arr scene. Seven galleries had opened that were devoted
exclusively to conrempor ary art, and even conservative galleries had begun to
promote younger, experimental artists. The Los Angeles An Associarion,
whose longtime presidenr was Lorser Feitelson, sponsored weekly "Monday
Night An \Malks" thatbrought hundreds to La Cienega Boulevard, where the
most advanced galleries were located. Berman's friend \Walter Hopps had be-
come director of the Pasadena An Museum, while Henry Hopkins, anorher
active proponent of local artists, was assistant curator for contem porary art at
the Los Angeles Counry Museum of An. The rwo museums began active
education programs to encourage collectors to supporr avant-garde art. For
Berman, the possibiltq, of an audience, even of fame, raised new questions
about the public role of the artist. As he increasingly engaged social issues, he
began to consider the effects of ambition upon the search for inner truth.

Berman began working on a series of portraits with rubbed-our faces. He
also became an acrive member of the Los Angeles Filrn Sociery, which pro-
vided equipmenr ro would-be underground filrnmakers and exhibited films
at special midnight screenings. Berman introduced the films of his San Fran-
cisco friends Bruce Conner and Larry Jordan to Los Angeles audiences. At

The Flqme of Ambition
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this time, he met A"dy Warhol, who stayed in Los Angeles for eight weeks

during his one-artist exhibit at the Ferus Gallery. While in Los Angeles, 'War-

hol shot most of his film Tarzan and Jane Regained . . . Sort of at Berman's

house and gave Berman and his son Tosh parts in the production.
In August r g6l, one year after his return to Southern California, Berman

completed the eighth issue of Semina (fig. 34. Its contents were markedly

different from previous editions. The selections conveyed a sense of imminent

social rurmoil, and the identification of authors by initials added an aura of
mystery. This was no aesthetic of impersonaliry, Michael McClure explained

in a comment on Semina 8. Anonymiry was a necessary protective step

against "Zittermokka, frq." and the "SS deathsheads" gathering strength in
America. The military machine was mobilizing to silence all forms of criti-
cism, and those who were not prepared would not survive.

McCluret comments may refer to the persistent threat of war that marked

the first rwo years of the Kennedy administration. The failed pro>ry invasion

of Cuba in March ry6r by United States- organtzed anti-Castro exiles led to
a hardening of Kennedyt foreign policy. The new administration was deter-

mined to commit American might to prevent any funher communist suc-

cesses. Crises in Laos, Berlin, and Venezu ela rapidly succeeded each other,

and Kennedy warned the American people that United States soldiers might

have to enter into direct combat, while he continued to increase the number

of military advisers stationed in Vietnam. In October ry62 Kennedy placed a

naval quarantine around Cuba in response to the Soviet Union secredy in-
stalling intermediate range missiles with nuclear warheads capable of hitting
targets in rwo-thirds of the United States. The rwo-week crisis brought the

world close to nuclear war, but in the aftermath, the United States and the So-

viet Union entered into a period of d6tente, leading to the signing of the nu-

clear nonproliferatio n treat\l in September r9q. But even while discussion of
supe{power condominium filled the nationt media, so did increasingly vio-
lent news from the civil war in Vietnam. In May r9q Buddhist monks set

themselves on fire and burned to death to protest the Catholic-dominated
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government of Ngo Dinh Diem. Their sacrifice exposed the shallowness of
popular suppon for the government that the Eisenhower administration had

created for South Vietnam. In October a coup widely believed to have been

initiated by the Americans overthrew Diem ro install a military dictatorship.
President Kennedy faced a difficult decision, still unmad e at the time of his
assassination, whether to increase American military supporr for the new
South Vietnamese government or to find a diplomaric solution.

\flhen one lives i, p.{perual danger, McClure conrinued in his commenr
on Semina 8, "one takes care of what is nearest, dearest, knowirg." The issue

was premonition of aneed to keep "rhy and private." Despite the presence of
socially relevant imag ery, McCluret commenrs, steeped in the underlying
domestic ideology of his and Berman's work, indi cate that this issue was the

opposite of social criticism. There was no arrempr to show how power rela-
tions affect personal choices in order that private dilemmas can boomerang
back into the political arena. Berman's advice was, rather, stay away from
public life. And, indeed, h. directed the message only ro a handful. As Mc-
Clure put rt, Semina 8 was "a shor in the dark that wanrs ro sray in the dark."
Berman prepared a mere r49 copies to be mailed to "rhe Friends."l

Semina 8 was also, perhaps primarily, Bermant warning to himself nor ro
be swept up by new; exciting developmenrs in the arrs. It was as if he saw that
in March ry6+ John Coplans would identify him as rhe founder of the Cali-
fornia assemblage movement and therefore one of the most importanr artisrs
in the state, or that in four years his face would be on the cover of the biggesr-
selling record of the most popular music group of the decade.2 \We may think
of it as a warning from a man tempred to seek a public platform that a second

chance would bring even more disastrous results than his scrape with the law
in r 9t7.

The use of initials instead of full names thus might be directed ro poets and

artists as an admonition not to be carried away by the lure of success. Cr eate

as if one were to remain anonymous all onet life, as anonymous as medieval
troubadors. The card bearing a poem by A. A. (Antonin Anaud) shows a
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34. Selected cards from Semina 8 (I963)



dessicated cadaver wearing a silk dress and holding a brighr rose. "It is to me /
that all the elements / of substance and things / will come to refer," A. A.
says. This is a classic restatement of the aanitas theme. Fame and publici ry are

as absurd and grotesquely macabre as a fine gown decorating a co{pse. One
ought to live, Berman seems to be saying, as if our morivations will survive
our bodies. Poets should beware lest their lives be consumed by gaudy, but
ultimately inconsequential, even foolish, concerns.

In examining the poetry his friends had sent him and images from the mass
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media, Berman concluded that growing publiciry for poetry and an did not

mean American sociery had changed. What could those who tried to be hon-

est about their lives face except disaster? For the cover of Semina 8 (fig. 3),
Berman photographed a tableau: Thomas Albrigh\ a patnter from San Fran-

cisco soon to become art critic for the San Francisco Chronicle, slumped over

his writing desk, seized by the police as he finished sketching a cross. The

scene plays as farce, but it points back to Berman's own arrest in 1957 for,

in his view, depicting his religious sentiments. Vhat place did J. \f. (Joh"
\Wieners) have in sociery as long as he continued to express in poems like "Le

Chariot" his personal search for transcendence through heroin? Z. W. (Zack

Walsh) sketched a geography of the world focused on the sources and vari-

eties of "junk." Berman's collage of comedian Lenny Bruce, laureled bf ir,7-

and butterflies but beset by the fist of a policeman beating a prisoner, was a

simple reminder to his readers of Bruce's frequent arrests and of the role of
the police in repressing free speech. Populariry, such as it would be, meant

restricting one's work to material that could slip past the then-existing anti-

obsceniry codes. His collage of an Americ an eagle swoopi"g upon the bat-

tered head of prtze fighter Benny Peret slumped against the ropes could read

as a reminder that becoming a celebriry meant offering oneself to sacrifice for
public enjoyment.

These were somber messageS, but the criticism of American life was re-

fracted through a critique that focused exclusively on the roles available to

poets and artists. "I am that noise which ' il ,ust against their / comlron para-

phrase / charge deceit," says the lyric bvJ. K. ( Jefr.y Katz). 'Ihe juxtapo-

sition against the hand of a black person giving the finger might read as a ref-

erence to an incipient black power movement. Throughout the previous year,

the civil rights struggle in the South had filled newspapers and television

screens. In March r9q the conflict reached new levels of brutahty in Bir-
mingham, Alabaffiz, after the Southern Christi an Leadership Council orga-

ntzedsilent marches to demand that blacks have equal access to public accom-
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modations and ciry jobs. \flhen police chief Bull Connor ordered the use of
fire hoses and police dogs to break rp the marches, young children joined the

marches. The images of snarling dogs lunging ar rhirteen -year-olds provided
powerful symbolization of sheer brute pov/er fighting innocenr moral justice.

The Los Angeles Tirnes and the San Francisco Chronicle published three ro
five pages daily of reporrs on evenrs in the South, and the nerwork evening

news programs seldom spent less than five minutes on the latest demonsrra-
tions and brutalities.

At this point the public voice of the civil rights srruggle emphasized non-
violent resistance and unassailable moral superio rrqr based nor only on justice

but on civiliry. Yet privately, members of the Srudent Nonviolent Coordinat-
ing Committee were uneasy about a srraregy that exposed blacks ro persistent
and growing physical danger but failed ro guaranree either adequate oumide
protection or the right of self-defense. These dissenting views rarely found
expression in the national media, and the most visible proponenr of black na-

tionalism was Elijah Muhammedt Nation of Islam, the Black Muslim move-
ment that catapulted Malcolm X to prominence for his uncompromising de-

nunciations of all aspects of white sociery.3

The mass mediat interest in transgressive behavior led it to emphasize the

Nation of Islam's repudiation of white superioriry. Within the black com-
muniry the messages the Nation of Islam conveyed of black self-reliance and

pride were equally imponant. These values had helped build large congrega-

tions in both San Francisco and Los Angeles. In April ry62 Black Muslims
were involved in a highly publi cized exchange of gunfire with the Los Ange-
les Police Department, because the Muslims refused to allow the police en-

trance to their offices without proper search warrants. It is possible that Ber-
man had 1[r'sc (]\cilrs in miri-1 .1s ]rc.:onr--eir.ed of the card on which he put

Katz's short poem 'f !lc: state rnent of poem and image wrthill rhat context ap-

peai's to predict what developeo m r9o5 wrth the Vatrs upnsmg, the emer-

gence of the Black Power movemenr in Mississippi, and the dissolution of the
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35. Cover, Semina 8 (t9$). 36. Wallace Berman on anti-Vietnam'War march,

mid-r95os. \Wallace Bernran papers, Archives

of American Art, Smithsonian Institution.

civil rights ideal into a violent, insulting polariry berween black and white

America. Yet this card is more easily explained by Bermant intense partici-

pation in the bop scene in the late r94os, when the black and white avant-

gardes were linked in disdain for middle-class white sociery. Berman fell back

upon the stale equation of African-Americans and the avant-garde as rwo
"oumider" culrures, both margin ahzed, both impolitely mocking and defying
the mainstream by their refusal to conforrn to proper middle-class life-sryles. o

The political affinities of Berman the citi zen were in radical opposition to

the starus quo in the United States. He joined demonstrations in favor of civil

rights and protection of the environment. He marched in opposition to the

Vietnam Var, brinqing with him , banner displaving the photosraph he iux-
taposed with -ferrv Katz's ivnc from Sentna 8 (f,g 36)" [n lq71 he won a Linus

Pauling Peace Pize fclr the best visual art promoting w'orld peace. Yet to the
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degree that Berman the artist could be said to be a social critic at alJ,, his stance

was irresponsible and defeatist, ff he warned of the dangers of active involve-
ment in public life. Rather than commenting on rhe social evenrs of his day,
Berman used Semina 8 to reaffirm his belief that poets find their success in the

private rather than the public realm. One collage (fig. 3il presented a mysre-
rious cat figure emerging from an impressive set of gares where a soldier
stands guard. The writing above the gate seems foreign, and the soldier's beret
and striped pants locate the scene outside the United States. Ve might have

here a surrealist comment on foreign affairs. The cat figuret briefcase suggesrs

a politician rather than a prisoner, and the large keylike appararus in the car's

hands also suggests mastery of the situation. This could be a statemenr on rhe

imprisonment of the human spirit, suggested by the stone face within the

cage, that politics entails. \When read together with the Artaud card, this im-
age could augment the warning to poets that participation in public life will
make them prisoners of forces much crafaer than they. \We might, however,
recallJo* Brown's interest in Egyptian mythology and the role of the cat god
that appeared later in her paintings as a symbol of the artisr in conrrol of her
life (pl. 7). Following that clue, the image could suggesr rhe artistic spirit es-

caping social limitations through the exercise of its special magic. Both read-

irrgt carry equally plausible sense, and neither would close other possible
intelpretations. Ultim arcly, an image such as this finds meaning only in the

responses of Bermant audience as its members sifted through the cards, com-
pared them, and followed the trails blazedwithin each imagination.

The ninth and final issue of Semina, produced in the winter of 1964, con-
tained only one item, Michael McClure's "Dallas Poem," with a cover pho-
tograph shot from a television screen of Jack Ruby ki[ing Lee Harvey Os-
wald (fig. l8). This was undoubtedly a political and social smremenr among
the most direct that Berman ever made. Yet consider how puzzhng and offen-
sive McCluret poem would have been to anybody who was nor paftof their
circle of friends:
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38. Cover, Semina g (tg6+).

DOUBLE MURDER ! VAHROOOOOOOHR !

Varshnohteeembreth nahrooohr PAIN STAR.

CLOUDS ROLL INTO MARIGOLDS
nrah paws blayge bullets eem air.

BANG! BANG! BANG! BANG! BANG!
BANG!BANG!BANG! BANG!

BANG! BANG! BANG! BANG! BANG!
BANG! BANG! BANG! BANG! BANG!

BANG!BANG!BANG!BANG!

Yahh oon FLAME held prisoner.

DALLAS!
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No elegy for the lost prince here. No song that transforrns public tragedy by
finding universal meanirg. Simply a comic-book picrure of Ame rrcadevour-
ing itself. This was a cold and brutal, though accurare, assessmenr of acoun-
try where psychological strivings to leave a mark meanr no one was innocent.
McClure's poem paralleled pop art, but its sentirnenr was entirely differenr.
This poem was not about comic books or Hollywood movies, or about
their effects on the public psyche. In 196r McClure began studying the grear

carnivores, and his use of "mammal language" was an attempt to develop a

nondenotative poetic language that when read aloud would mobilize basic

passions of lust and aggression, normally repressed through the built-in cen-

sorship of the emotions that everyday language effected. The confrontation in
an andpoetry with the power of the passions was to provide an alternative to
their eruption in sudden, desructive, and remorseless public behavior.5

Semina 9 was a coldly distanced response ro what their conremporaries felt
was one of the most tragic evenr of their lives. This joint work affempted to
give an accurate, albeit psychological, description of social reahty. The killing
time had arrived, and for all the public sorrow; the domin ant fact facing
America was the sound of bullets, repeated as in the poem ro rhe point of
tedium. This indeed was a remarkably prescient understanding of what
would follow- both the escalation of the war abroad and the transformation
of ghettoes into battlegrounds

The work was "nonideological." It presented not even the remotest sug-

gestion of a theoretical understandi"g of politics, or what might be done. Its
truth came from an inward confrontation with personal desires and ambi-
tions. The strivings and tensions wrought up in posrwar Americans had

reached their point of sublimation. The sream generated by egos determined
to escape limitations would porilrer a culmre that fed on social chaos. The
flame refers certainly to the Kennedy grave site and the televised ritual of
lighting a flame as pledge to pelperuare rhe Kennedy ideal. In gnostic philoso-
phy a sacred, tended flame stood for sacrificial slaughter, the body given to
eat to establish communion, as rhose in the Christian faith affirmed their
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membership in the church by eating the transubsmntiated body of Christ.
Sacrificial slaughter provided the mysteriwm fidei, the mystical transformation
of subsances that corresponded rc the faawm fidei, the act of physical regen-

eration, that is, sexualiry. Just as sexual union perperuated narural creation,

human sacrifice was the basis for the replication of social order. The nature of
the sacrificial victim and the trauma registered on the psyches of those who
participated in the victim's consumption set the furure direction of social life.'

Kennedyt death became a public sacrifice through the intervention of tele-

vision. For three days the nation endured a sequence of riruals: the death of
the president, the rapid apprehension of a suspect, the public slaughter of the

suspect who thereby was transformed into a scapegoat for national guilt, the

funeral and burial, and the lightirrg of the flame. \What McClure and Berman

suggested was that rather than purging the nation of its sorrows, the televised

riruals enshrined perperually mysterious murder, that is death and violence

for their own sake, at the heart of American public life.

Semina 9 points to the electronic media as instrumental in constructing a
new public consciousness and culrure, built around vicarious paranoia that

can be satisfied only by more victims. The killing time would result from the

tendency of the mass media to engulf authentic private experience in a mpho-
logically intensified, yet existentially shallow public life. Profoundly serious

events played themselves out as episodes in a continuing cliff-hanger. Once

public life became a creation of the mass media, McClure and Berman could
see only murder ahead. Yet the critique was not simply external, offerirg ,p
television as villain to satiate a need for resentment. Consider the meaning of
the line "Yahh oon FLAME held prisoner" agannst a poe* by Robert Duncan
presented six months earlier in Semina 8:

Increasing the orange until arrangements of
animal forms are merged in tallow,

Increasing a grade until numbers sound as

tones alike in wandering,
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Increasing knots until the orange current is

built pe{perual upon the hectic,

Increasing the ocean is boxed in ties to

others and machines as mothers.

Might not McCluret "flarne held prisoner" be the poetic desire to achieve

transcendence entrapped in spectacle? Duncan's poem also spoke of an inten-

sification of experience, but when we see it on its card with a photograph of
Duncan nude, floating upside down toward a brilliant orange ball, a new in-
te{pretation follows. The intensification of exper-ience drives poets as well, as

they seek to refine their experiences in verbal and visual form. Their own aes-

thetic ambitions carry the danger of meltdown. Their own desires, presented

in the highly focused form of poetU, mirror the transformations of mass

communication. All expression carries with it the danger of self-abuse and

destruction, self-encasement in a mythological worldview. What Nexander
Trocchi and Philip Lamantia did hurt only themselves, but what drove them

had deeply frightening parallels in public life.

Bermant and McClure's conjecmral observations on American life sprang

from their recognition of explosive and dangerous drives within themselves.

Th.y believed social collapse would result from the release of long-repressed

psychological states, deriving largely from the tensions of masculine identiry
suspended bervreen the drive to excel and responsibiliry to others. They had

found in satisfyi"g sexual relationships the force to control these reactions,

but in a sociery based upon sexual hypocrisy, many would never find this bal-

last. Self-recognition projected upon sociery arlarge convinced them that dif-
ficult days lay before the United States and the world. The apparent relevance

of Berman's fixation on the daily lives of poets for developing social crises is

evidence that the specific tensions of poets' lives, involving both career and

gender identities, replicated broader social contradictions in intensified form.
Bermant most original contribudon to the understanding of his sociery lay in
extrapolating from his own, relatively narrow experience an understanding
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that the desire to excel in the public realm was a threat to inner peace and

domestic utopia. Applying these conclusions to the political life of the United
States, he saw ambition and public rirual mobilizing the most negative forces

in the American psyche. Having severed all but emotional connections to the

public world, his observations had little objective foundation. The subjective

truth of his meditations on purely personal questions lent his work the char-

acter of aprescient vision of social tensions yet to come.

With the ninth issue, Berman put aside Semina. His discovery of the Veri-
fax reprographic process gave him a new way of exploring universal connec-

tions, in a form that allowed him to confront more directly mass-produced

tmagery and the transformation of social relations into spectacle, the simula-

crum of poetry. His efforts at communiry building came to an end. The coun-

terculrure had emerged as a projection onto mass culrure of the private ideas

that had motivated Berman and his peers. Inevitably, incoqporation into the

mass media meant deformation. Berman had warned his colleagues that they
were now part and parcel of the dynamic American sociery, no matter how
much they had wanted to stay aparc. The task at hand then was to pose more
shalply the abihry of aesthetic production to sever the pos/er of social con-
struction and allow people to constnrct their own identities through access to
a more powerful, but less noisy universal realiry.

In ry64 \flilliam Jahrmarkt, owner of the Batman Gallery in San Fran-

cisco, gave Berman an old Verifax photocopier, one of the earliest models of
reprographic technology, used primarily by architects for duplication of blue-

prints. Berman spent six months learning how to control chemicals and set-

tings. Even though the Verifax was a system for mechanical reproduction of
visual images, the process was so primitive that no rwo prints were alike.

Berman constmcted his Verifax collages from images clipped from maga-

zines. He built the collages layer by layer by rerunning the paper through the

system to add another image. \Mhile the paper was sdll wet, he often rubbed

out sections or applied other chemicals by hand to alter the image.

Occasionally he painted over the photographic collages with bright acryhc
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paint (pl. 8), but most of the work preserved the somber, dull sepia and white
surface of the paper as it came out of the machine. He could produce either

negative or positive images, but generaily he preferred the tonalities of nega-

tives. The visual form with repetitions of images that appear nearly identical

carried with it the risk of tedium (fig. 3il.In Bermani collages, however, no

panel in the grid was identical in content. Berman's work presented a fluctu-
ating pattern of images that appeared to be similar only when the grid form
fatigued a viewer's attention. Those who look musr choose to do so and then

look carefully to find the variery underlying the surface similariry. There

is little rhapsodizing in Berman's Verifax collages, and a tendency, if only
through emphasis on monochromatic tonalities, to mure the emotional ap-

peal of his imagery. Personal values disappear into ambiguiry, though the re-

ferents to American sociery are clear and inescapable. By drawing his imag-

ery from motion pictures, television, advenising, pornography, and popular
journals, he represented the force of the new media ro consume all previous
culrure and make it more widely available while simulraneously strippirg it of
context and inherent meanirg.

The signature of Verifax collages was the use of the transistor radio as a

framing device. Berman had first tried setting his images within portable tele-

vision sets, but he found the squarish shape limiting. The oblong recrangle of
the transistor radio provided greater visual flexibiliry for the images he appro-
priated. It was a brilliant maneuver thar came at a time when sales of these

hand-sizedradios were booming, not only in the United Srates, but through-
out the world. Even more than television, the transistor could represent the
triumph of electronic culrure and its democratic porenrial. Television could
not escape the connotations its image carried of manipulation of public dis-
course by 

^ 
naffow group, in the United States the three nerworks. Radio,

with its AM/FM bands, conveyed an excess of messages. The public sysrem

of meaning production had exploded, and this aspecr gave Berman hope. The
sheer bulk of images created in contem porary sociery seemed ove{powering,
but since it was impossible for anybody to absorb everything produced, all
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39. Vallace Berman, untitled, Verifax collage, r96t Courtesy of
L.A. Louver Gallery Venice, California.



images risked becoming meaningless. The viewer had to select images out of
the plethora that had appeal. The electronic culture willy-nilly reintroduced
choice, and therefore the possibiliry of refusal. In the continuous flow of im-
ages one grasped only what caused an emotion to erupt within. Truth lay
within the receiver, not in the transmission, which was merely an empry sign,

or to use a terrn prevalent in Bermant circles, a glyphic form, that became

meaningful only as one saw oneself refracted through it.
His Verifax posters frequently contained slogans that mimicked advenis-

ing statements but transformed random slogans into a kind of concrere po-
etry.A statement like

RETARD PARA.33. SEC. 12.MM
KILO/MAMA RE CANAAN XX. 8

LLINARSEED JACJAC. AMER. R
EVOLUTION/ELEK. 99].rt LOVE

was wonderfully suggestive in numerous directions but pointless ro try to de-

cipher as if there were one privileged but hidden meaning awaiting disc overy.7

The message is equivalent to fornrne-telling practices, which allow people to
orgaruze their hopes and perceptions of the possibilities facing them.

Still the mass producdon of goods and communications had created only
the possibiliry of apurely private sphere of value. Even if we accepr that Ber-
man liberated himself, there was norhing in his program that destroyed the
ryranny of the mass media for others. His straregy was to isolarc par.cicular

images and juxtapose them to suggest that their meanings were in no way
closed by their original context. His work stood as testimony that here was

an indiaidual capable of rereadi"g and reintelpreting the messages bombard-
ing him, an indiaidual responsible for protecting his own spirirual state, an

indiaidual who had protected that which was "nearest and dearest" to him.
The context of his art was entirely social, drawn from the eve ryday refuse of
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popular culrure, but the response he projected as an alternative was idiosyn-

cratic. As such, it was impotent politi cally, but could be rurned into a valuable

corunodiry in the fine art market.8

The irony of using mechanical means to manufacrure nonduplicatable re-

sults did in fact attract considerable attention in the an world. Irving Blum,

owner of the Ferus Gallery after it turned commercial, found the work ex-

tremely affractive. From Blum's viewpoint, Bermant collages seemed to

derive from A"dy'Warhol's photosilkscreen paintings with their panels of re-

peated images drawn from newspaper photographs.e On Blum's recommen-

dation, Artforum ran a feaatre article on this work. Reaction to the Verifax

work led to exhibitions in London and New York, as well as at the Los An-
geles Counry Museum of Art. Berman made his first sales. His appearance

on the Sergeant Pepper's Lonely Hed,rt's Club Band album cover may well be

homage to the influence of this work on Tony Coopert design concepts

(fig. 4o).'o
In one of the few extant transcripts of an interview with Berman, recorded

in London rn ry66 in conjunction with his exhibition at the Fraser Gal1ery

Berman's responses string along in a series of possible answers that reveal that

a question has infinite responses with none correct except those relevant to

the questioner at the dme. "One can hardly ignore the very mystico-magical

quantities in these pieces," TanyaBelami began. "Are they purely inruitive or
might one search for acrual philosophical imports in them?"

His verbal pafferns, perhaps exaggerated by the hashish that he and the

interviewer shared, are unquestionably what the slang of the d^y called

"spaced." Vhen he expressed himself through a work of art, his thinking co-

alesced into patterns of shaqply clear and brilliant points. In the interview all

one can see are the pulsating pattems of possibiliry, "There is an involvement

with choice fragments . . . musical and magical counteqpoint . . . the transistor

as denominator." He compared "the mysteries of the current event" coded

in mass communications to the "magnetic memory of volcanic rocks." He
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40. Wallace Berman, Scope, Verifax collage, r9G j. Collection of Dennis Hopper. Courtesy of
L.A. Louver Gallery Venice, Califomia.



41. Vallace Berman, untitled, mixed media, ry72. Courtesy of
L.A. Louver Gallery Venice, California.

called his Verifax images "special aftack forces" and likened them to "cold and

warrn windshields," peyote, holography, drama, "waltzing ventriloquists,"

Vesuvius enrpting, and "metal sheaths on underground cables." Ultimately

he related the images to his understanding of the kabbal ah, panicularly the

first rwo leffers, aleph, the connection bervreen order and chaos, and beth,

symbol of language as the dwellirg place of humaniry.

The lemer beth which is the mouth as man's organ of speech . his

interior . . . his habitation . . . denotes among other things interior action

and movement . . . when in conjunction with the one preceding it. Neph
forms all ideas of progress . . . of graduated advance . . . the Passage of one

state into another locomotion. I don't ktto*, dig the works. It's all there. In

my work though, an involvement with the mysteries of the current event.11

Berman called transistor radios the kabbalah of the rurentieth century a

conceit based on the rnultiple meanings of the Hebrew word. In addition to

traditio n, kabbakb in Hebrew could also mean both transmission and receP-
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tion. In the process of conveying heritage, the ransistor radio was the most
ubiquitous mode for the ffansmission and reception of messages in human
history. Berman consistently tried to replace the everyday view of the media
with gnostic and kabbalistic conceprs. Mass-media images could be under-
stood as equivalent to a deck of tarot cards (pl. 8), to be reshuffled and redealt
infinitely, with each reading, 2s Berman had aftempted to demonstrate in
Semina, proposing another set of connecrions.

Turning to the kabbalah for an intelprerive k.y to phenomena was one
manifestation of a broad-ranging interest in mystical, religious thought per-
vasive in the mid-twentieth-century avant-garde. Allen Ginsberg arrive d at
Tibemn Buddhism, while G^ry Snyder followed the more asceric Zendisci-
pline. Jo* Brown's srudies of Egyptian religion and Hellenistic mystery cults
informed her paintings after r96t, while Vally Hedrick's work rurned to an

examination of the visual forms used in the kabbalah, particularly in the work
of the German Protestanr mystic Jakob Boehme, who figured prominently
in Kenneth Rexrotht poerry. Robert Duncan, raised in a theosophist family
which was otherurise convenrion aily middle-class, rerurned to the roots of his
childhood religion afrcr a period as a quasi-Mamist. In particular, through
his srudies of the modernist American poet H. D. (Hilda Doolittle) and the
background sources to her work, Duncan spenr years reading about the mys-
tery cults of the Medite rranean

Gnosticism as applied by artists and poers was primarily * approach to
cognitive investigatio n.12 Symbols and pafterns were messages needing decod-
ing to reveal a hidden truth of pervasive, underlying spirirualiry. Since every
manifeshtion of existence had a symbolic level, students of gnosric philoso-
phies trained their senses to be open to the possibiliry of meanings. Its practice
led to both a heightened awareness of the world in its most material manifes-
tations and awareness of one's ou/n inner responses and cognitive capabilities.

The kabbalah developed inJewish communities in Spain in the rurelfth and
thirteenth centuries as a reacrion against what the founding figures considered
overemphasis on biblical exegesis in rabbinical practices.13 The early kabbal-
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ists based their arguments on the Rabbi Akiba's comment that God had given

fwo revelations of His intent, one in the scriprures, the other in the world
itself. Just as the Torah did not reveal its full meanings to a casual reader but
demanded inteqpretation and discussion across cenruries to reveal bit by bit
its potentialities, God's messages embedded in the course of creation re-

mained invisible to those who had not been trained to see and hear in a special

way.Relying on another rabbinical tradition that the Hebrew alphabet pre-

existed the creation of the world, kabbalists argued that the alphabet linked
the ruro revelations and provided the k.y for inte{preting sensual experience.

But whereas in scriprural studies, debating the potential meanings of words
was central to uncove.i*g paths of inte{pretation, in the kabbalah, the He-
brew letters had no direct connection to the interpretations derived from ob-
jects. The letters became a system of abstract symbols, a methodology for
categorizng the world into rwenry-rwo primary attributes and the myriad

possibilities that appeared when the letters combined with each other. De-

spite its apparent furn to observation of narural phenomena, the structure of
the kabbalah was highly intellecrual and speculative. At the same time, how-
ever, the mode of categori zation, the Hebrew alphabet, had no necessary or
motivated connection to narural phenomena, and the kabbalah provided a

potentidly flexible approach for creative, novel impositions of meanirg.la As

Gershom Scholem argued, kabbalisnr refocused Jewish inquiry into the na-

rure of the divine from the practice of law to self-reflection: "It is through a

descent into one's own self that a person penetrates the spheres separating

man from God.""
For a man grounded in domestic ideology, the kabbalah provided a par-

ticularly comfortable intellecrual framework for viewing the processes of the

universe. The word toldot, for example, signified both divine creation and

human procreation. Marriage and reproduction continued the creation of the

univers e narrated in the first chapter of Genesis. The kabbalah provided a

method for recounting the various moments in the process of divine emana-

tion. It alloured its practitioners to inte{pret human activities as part of, or

I
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contrary to, the unrolling of God's presence. Sexual union was the metaphor

without equal for divine process and therefore for the makirg of all mean-

ing. Kabbalistic studies underscored Berman's commitments ro his family by
equating them to his commitments as an artist. Both acrs, essentially private,
generated the world of bodily sensations and the divine presence that gave

human experiences meanin g."
The glyphic possibilities within Hebrew letters stripped of denorative

functions provided a sdmulus to poets to examine the world around them
without needing to work out a consistent systematic correlation of phe-
nomena to inteqpretative categories. Like astrol o{y, raror, and palm reading,

the magic inherent in the kabbalah was the abiliry it gave to strip away the

pov/er of given meanings and put one's own import upon the phenomena sur-
rounding a human being. The goal was not to overrurn social strucrures but
to create an autonomous space where those excluded from worldly power
could exercise personal authoriry.

Jack Hirschman made one of the mosr concise srarements of the political
functions that Jewish mysticism could play for conremporary poets in his

1973 parnphlet KS lKabbala Surrealism). The combination of kabbalistic

srudies with surrealism, Hirschman argued, aimed ar rerurning language to its
original "glyphic state," which he equated with the expression of preverbal
need, something similar to the sounds that infants make before they acquire
their communiryt language. To incolporate kabbalistic symbols into con-
temporary art and poetry the precise meaning of conceprs was unimporranr,
though a general introduction to the main themes of Jewish mysticism was

helpful. The central, specifically surreali$ aspect of this interest in the kabba-

lah was to use the shapes and general ideas as springboards for the imagina-
tion. Th.y allowed a "random orchestration of the mind."

Hirschman offered an explicitly political explanarion, something that Ber-
man never did. In an age of "showbusiness democ racy," kabbalistic surreal-
ism stripped images of their specific manipulative message and freed people
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to put their own meanings upon the images they lived with. The glyphic state

reduced images from communicative to formal levels and thus freed the im-
ages by making them meaningless. The recipient related the form to his or
her own experiences, or the sign rernained empry, and theoretically harmless.

Narratives no longer provided the basis for a continuiry of a self, a sense of
progression toward ever-increasing mastery of the world. In a new world of
amplified media, the self achieved continuiry through self-conceptu ahzatton

as a relatively stable pattern of interests and dislikes that scanned sensory

input for sensations of similarity and difference, a process possible only if
the majoriry of possible sensations became emotionally invisible. The self it-
self became glyphic, xS it became a form going through a variery of experi-

ences that recovered the abiliry of the infant to express needs and wants that

had existed prior to social stricrures imposed and enforced by everyday

language."

Hirschman's explanation can help us see more clearly the historical de-

velopment of subjective distinctions embodied in the work of Rexroth and

Berman, which otherwise treat similar themes. The earlier poet attempted to
create a universal subjectiviry that could encompass all experience. Implied in
his pro ject was a tradttional narrative of a soult progress from innocence to
corruption to sufferirg and then redemption. Rexrotht modernist art pro-
posed values that were validated by their correspondence to universal law. He
intended to substitute one understanding of the nature of human being for
another in a direct contest of ideologies. Berman's glyphi c artfocused on form
rather than content. The shapes unlocked inner reactions in ways that were

not bounded by predetermined meanings. Berman repatterned the self as a

set of interests, existi"g i" a state of kinetic potentialiry. Rather than master

the images, Berman's approach acknowledged their ubiquiry in order to dis-

solve their power. From the fullness of nature so important to Rexroth's re-

lation to the universe, we have moved (descended?) to the fullness of images,

which being the basis of our sensory knowledg. become in effect the natural
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basis for subjective relation with all the rest of being. The foundation was faith
in an abiliry of humans to find meaning even in chaos.

To accept the playfulness of images was therefore to refuse to let "language

speak uS," as Robert Duncan argued in the unpublished preface to his book
of kabbalah-influenced poetry Opening of tbe Field. Glyphic form repealed

all the meanings added to language "from all the generations of human use."

These meanings were the roots of the social power of the present. The ideal of
individual liberty was a recove ry of roots, a rerurn to "radical origins," which
was simply the abiliry to derive meaning from experience.ls These roots were

to be made visible and restored to use in everyd ay ltfe, and thereby to break

the hold of social codes. The concept of working "from within," discovering

the "inner design," begins to assume clearer meanin gi a statement of a project
to break the power of dominant social codes over language and perception.

The concept that meaning would be left peqperually undetermined was a chal-

lenge to social authoriry. Its strategy was elusive, since it did not counter given

meanings with alternatives but tried to undercut the entire process by which
specific meanings achieve norrnative stacus and authoriry.

The avant-garde ideology that Berman and his circle promoted resulted cer-

tainly in an alienation of the individual from social matrix, but in no way a

separation.le Freedom could be determined only by those willful, seemi.gly
perverse acts that distanced one from integration into rational organization of
social activiry. Jo* Brown established her freedom by walkingaway from the

Staempfli Gall ery. Bermant situation was more complex. The fiasco of his

r9t7 exhibition at the Ferus Gallery remained for many years the dominant
narrative of his life. He had tried to speak honestly of his most personal values

and experiences, and sociery had humiliated him. For the next decade his

work retold that story as a warning to artists and poets to master their own
ambitions for public fame. To deepen his critique, he used the Verifax tech-

nology to show the power of private imagination over public imagery. To his
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own surprise his work attracted attention. At the point when he could reverse

the humiliation of his 1957 trial, he chose to do so in a manner that was mean-

i"gf"l only to himself and those in his quasi-imaginary communiry. The re-

cuffent narrative presented in his work constmcted around the bitter Ferus

exhibition experience gave way to a new narrative ethos of volunt ary renun-

ciation. He told journalists in ry68 that he was not interested in having any

more large public exhibitions of his work and returned home to continue

working for himself and exhibiting to his small circle of friends.

That Berman never realTy seemed to enter into professional iife, despite his

prominent connections and friends, but continued along his own path, ap-

parently untom by the conflict berween ideals and ambition that marked so

many of his friends, made him appear increasingly like a saint as the sixties

progressed. Turning aside from the mass public that could be his, he became

for his friends a genie of creative possibiliry who could slide past the madness

and self-destruction of ambition. He had always preferred to live in the pri-
vate circle of his family and friends, but that choice was not truly his until he

had the option of incolporation into a system he abhorred. Freedom, as he

defined it, therefore required the persistence of an oppressive superstructure.

That was the rub. The mass media were not to be escaped. One learned to live

with them, as one lived with any potentially dangerous natural phenomena.

This victory through voluntary renunciation confirmed Berman's status as

emblem for his "community" of artist friends. Berman's example, tangible for
himself, but symbolic for others, allowed them to maintain an ideal of the arts

that suppressed internal contradictions and its acrual integration as one insti-
rution among many within sociery. Many lost their innocence, but Berman

continued living as if the ideals of the rgtos were still valid and reahzable.2o

In a mentaliry strucrured by 
^ 

theory of the privileged relation of private vi-
sion to cosmic truth, the most private, p¤rSonal, yet ines capably natural event

was death. In ry46 Roben Duncan expressed the special role of artistic cre-

i
T
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ation in facing mortahty in a theosophical meditation. "In this life," he wrote
in his diary, "we form the infinitesimal seed cells of the next life . . . we do not
choose the body of our reincarnation-we make it." Poetry was the vehicle,

Duncan mused, by which the soul released itself from the "night of the tomb"
(attachment to daily life) into a spiritual existence.2l The tme revolutionary
work of poetry he continued, was to concentrate personal energy into a self-

image that could begin the process of embodying a new relationship to one-

self and the environment. The abiliry to move forward through a series of
choices meant that everyone remained incomplete and therefore fundamen-

tally unknowable. A perspective that accepted death as central to human ex-

perience was able to view all conventionalized attirudes with a feeling of dis-

tance. Even if the values one accepted rurned out to be essentially the same for
all intents and pulposes as those validated by onet sociery, they were experi-

enced as new and self-generated, worked out in an individual way. Th.y were

no longer automatic principles by which others guided one's conduct.

Attention to death began the journey of an inner life struggling for au-

tonomy back to the public sphere. The nominal movemenr into apparenr

solipsistic irrelevance was the precondition for redefining public standards for
personal behavior. The primacy of private values developing within the avanr-

garde was then only a temp orary way station in a broader shift that involved

challenging the power of institutionally entrenched groups to define culrural

inheritance, religious values, publicly allowable statement, as well as sran-

dards for individual behavior. The validation of personal experience was a

validation of change, hence a return to history as a source of meaning, even if
reflected through self-construcrcd, somewhat artificial traditions drawn
eclectic ally from myth and hermetic philosophy. The development of a mys-
tical sell seemingly disinterested in rationalicy or social reahty, brought into
play an historical self created both by its domestic commitments and its in-
dependence from the power-serving myths of the moment.22

Anists and poets were not prepared for or comperenr to handle the kinds
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of political stress they would endure---cenainly one of Berman's principle
messages to his fellow artists. Inteqpersonal dialogue, however valuable an ele-
ment in establishi"g the needs of acrual human beings as a foundation to
group process, was nonetheless nor the same thing as social dialogue, in
which the panicipants amempr ro uncover the ways social srrucrure, dis-
course, and identicy are produced, a dialogue that makes explicit the negotia-
tions and mediations that occur berween the vadous orders asserting needs.

The resolution of the issues rhe avanr-garde raised fell to other secrors, but nor
without artists and poers helping to define specific political issues dividing
American sociery in the r 96os.

Th.y had little to conrribute to the civil rights movemenr or to the critique
of endemic poverry. Their focus on spirirual smres and their embrace of a

modest income as a sign of disengagement blocked their interest in social al-
location of economic resources. On questions relating to sexualiry and gender
construction, capital punishment, ecology, and the Viernam Var, for better
or worse, the aesthetic vision became a central component. In the concluding
chapters, we will examine how the avant-garde challenged both forces of re-
ligious tradition and of rational planning. Despite the inherent weaknesses of
the aesthetic position, the avanr-garde contributed ro successfully subvening
the abiliry of either force to impose its will upon the aspecrs of the American
policy that it controlled.

It is a paradox thar a movemenr of anists indifferenr to politics should
come to have a political effect. The form of their role has been confusing be-
cause of the lack of an intentional cause-effect relationship. In seeking to
deepen their expressive capabilities, rhey projected into a sociery a subjectiviry
intent on revolutioni zingthe conditions of murual understanding. Mysticism,
irrelevance, and madness were all part of the game ro overrhrow all determin-
istic modes of thoughr. In a shon poem found in his srudio shortly after his
death, Berman expressed the gamble he and his colleagues were taking, along
a path that to others seemed irresponsible, but which from the inside was a
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way of treasuring a shared independence that could also be responsible, if
only to those to whom one was most directly attached:

when what

to m1r wondering

eYe

should

aPPear

near madness

as in basketball

a miss is as good

as a mile'3
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